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When it comes to a gathering place for campground guests, campfires make
a surefire popular campsite spot for getting together. Photo courtesy of KOA.
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By Sherman Goldenberg

Millennials Are Challenging Conventional Wisdom
Time and again, we keep talking about the Millennials —
people from their late teens to their mid 30s — with their authentically different views of our culture, products and society.
Like countless generations before them, they audaciously
challenge conventional wisdom on many levels as GenX- and Baby
Boomer-era park operators scramble to accommodate them in
thousands of RV parks and campgrounds — a fact underscored by
the recently released 2016 Topline North American Camping
Report from Kampgrounds of America Inc. (KOA) (see page 18).
Authentically different? We’re told that a lot of them are accustomed to instant answers and would take pay cuts in exchange for
a better work/life balance. Nearly half of them are looking for new
jobs. Many of these “edgy, hard-to-please” Millennials don’t want to buy a car at all and would
prefer to summon Uber for a ride to dinner. Heck, a lot of them don’t even have TVs, preferring
to gaze into their iPhones instead of making eye contact with the outside world.
The good news, all jokes aside, is that they’re into camping to a rather remarkable extent —
and should help fuel growth at the nation’s public and private parks for years to come, assuming
park operators can stay in front of them. “The Millennials are going to be very focused on
quality,” pointed out Toby O’Rourke, KOA’s chief franchise operations officer. “As an industry
we have to continue to modernize our parks. We have to have recreation in our parks and quality
sites. Millennials are demanding excellence and they want quality.”
At the same time, both KOA and the Go RVing Coalition say park owners need to tune
into the evolving social habits of the emerging Millennial. “They’re going to be looking for
campgrounds where they can feel that it’s more of a gathering place where they’ll be able to set
up on a campsite with their friends close by, where they’ll be able to secure a small area where
they might be able to get five or six campsites right together so they can assemble their little
community,” reported Karen Redfern, senior director of marketing communications for Go
RVing, with a 2016 ad budget of $16.5 million.
“A lot of them may not be looking for as many of the bigger amenities,” she added, “but
they’re definitely looking for a place that offers them that gathering experience and a place
where they can meet up and enjoy the company of friends. They are into socializing and
camaraderie, but they like to do it among their own peers. They’re not really ‘joiners’ in the
traditional ways we’ve seen at the campgrounds where people wander around and meet
their neighbors. They’re going to want to kind of stay together with the small group that
they’re traveling with.” WCM
www.woodallscm.com
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CCLOA Conference Brings
New Leadership for 2016
The Colorado Camping and Lodging
Owners Association (CCLOA) conference
and expo for campground owners and
managers, “Sharing the Passion of Outdoor
Hospitality,” brought together a mixture of
newer professionals and the latest generation of several founding members March
18-20, according to the association.
After nearly 50 years of service to the
Colorado campground industry, CCLOA has
some long-time familiar names on its leadership roster along with those from a new
generation: President David Ozburn of
Falcon Meadow RV Campground, Vice
President Don Seppi of Sugar Loafin’ RV
Campground, and Director Carrie York of
Golden Eagle RV Campground & RV Park
were raised in the campground industry,
according to the announcement.
Seasoned leaders Pat and Stan Stehwien
of Gunnison Lakeside RV Park & Cabins and
Mari Garland of Junction West RV Park
also stepped into leadership roles as secretary/treasurer and director, respectively.
In the weeks leading up to the conference, the association surveyed members
and nonmembers across the state. There is
a lot of change brewing for CCLOA according to new Executive Director Mary Arlington. “New benefits have been added, and
more are coming. A few of the benefits are
‘pay to play’ options, and several of those
were used as challenge prizes during the
social. 2016 is shaping up to be a year of
transition and growth, and those who were
at the conference feel that 2017 will bring
even more growth,” said Arlington. WCM

Wisconsin RV Parks Win a Decade-Long Fight
for Immunity Law, Earns Parity with State Parks
‘Basically what it does for us is gives us immunity
from everything except negligence. We just wanted
parity with the state parks. That’s what they have,’
noted Lori Severson, executive director of WACO.

Pictured with Gov. Scott Walker are: Jason Culotta, Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce
senior director of government relations; Devin LeMahieu, representing Sen. Frank Lasee;
Lori Severson, WACO executive director; James Button, Evergreen Campsites & Resort
owner; Bert Davis, Badgerland Campground owner; State Rep. Joel Kitchens; Adam Malsack,
Lake Arrowhead Campground owner; and Bud Styer, Smokey Hollow Campground owner.

When Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker
signed dozens of bills into law March 30 in
Madison, one of them capped off a decade
of effort by the Wisconsin Association of
Campground Owners (WACO) by granting
private campground owners immunity from
civil liability in cases of camper property
damage, injury or death in many cases.
In effect, campgrounds and their

owners/operators or employees are only
liable for willful acts or omissions.
Unusual as it may sound, it’s a simple law
— only three sentences spanning a mere
dozen lines on the page — but one that took
two attempts over a decade and had to overcome the objections of Wisconsin’s trial
attorneys. In fact, a similar bill passed in 2006,
but then-Gov. Jim Doyle, an attorney by

trade, declined to sign it.
That put WACO back to square one, Lori
Severson, executive director of WACO, told
Woodall’s Campground Management. “We
had to start over. A new administration
helped,” she said, though Doyle didn’t leave
office until 2011. Then, the process of building
support began anew. “We had to find representatives that would work with us and
sponsor the bill,” she pointed out.
To that end,
WACO
board
Bud
member
Styer, owner of
Smokey Hollow
Campground and
campground
consultancy Bud
Styer and Asso- Bud Styer
ciates,
made
himself a familiar figure in the capitol building
in Madison.
“Bud is our ‘tell it like it is’ guy and he’s
branded himself with those Hawaiian shirts.
Everybody in the capitol got to know and
expect it,” Severson said. “Bud has really
done a great job with getting to know all of
the reps and making sure people know who
we are. That really makes the difference
when they understand your industry.”
WACO members also participated in some
grass-roots marketing with legislators, and in
the end, 18 representatives and five senators
cosponsored the bill.
But then it had to get through the legislature’s judiciary committee, where proponents
Wisconsin RV Parks – continued on page 32

Tracking Outdoor Recreation Can Benefit Jellystone Parks Saw Big Growth in 2015,
All, Notes RVDA President Phil Ingrassia Looks to Increase Park Numbers this Year
Editor’s Note:
The following column by Recreation
Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA)
President Phil Ingrassia appearing
in the April issue of
RV Executive Today
details a bipartisan initiative to
Phil Ingrassia
chronicle outdoor
recreation’s impact on the U.S. economy.
U.S. senators Corey Gardner, RColo., and Jeanne Shaheen, D-N.H.,
are working on a bipartisan basis to
make sure the outdoor recreation
industry can demonstrate its major
impact on the nation’s economy,
wrote Phil Ingrassia, president of the
National Recreation Vehicle Dealers
Association (RVDA), in RVDA’s RV
Executive Today.
For the first time ever the Recreation’s Economic Contributions
(REC) Act would ensure that outdoor
recreation jobs are counted by the
federal government and measured as
part of the overall gross domestic
product. On the House side, a companion bill was introduced in March
by Congressman Don Beyer, D-Va.
Why is it important for the government to count the millions of jobs
that depend on outdoor recreation?
Outdoor recreation retailing, manufacturing, travel and tourism, and
outdoor activities like camping, huntWOODALLSCM.com

ing, angling, guiding, and outfitting
provide jobs and economic benefits
in every state across the country —
from gateway communities adjacent
to national parks to urban areas in
our largest cities.
For years, RVDA has analyzed U.S.
Census Bureau data on RV dealers
and RV rental companies. The Economic Census, next set for 2018,
shows the economic impact of RV retailers nationally and by state — but
each individual business sector
related to outdoor recreation only
tells part of the story. So this is important legislation for the entire industry
and would help drive the discussion
on future national recreation policies.
The REC bill requires the Department of Commerce, in consultation
with federal land management agencies, to provide annual statistics for
outdoor recreation and document its
contributions to the economy.
Federal statistics in this area will
help outdoor recreation companies
have more influence over federal and
local recreation policy and business
decisions. Access to open space and
outdoor recreation not only spurs
consumer spending and creates
jobs, but is also integral to American
communities’ quality of life, helping
to attract skilled workers and improve
public health.
RVDA is working with its allies in
the American Recreation Coalition

Outdoor Recreation – continued on page 12

LSI’s Mary Beth and Rob Schutter.

Leisure Systems Inc. (LSI) posted doubledigit growth in 2015 with a 12.8% increase in
same-park revenues compared to the previous year, according to an announcement from
the Milford, Ohio, franchisor of the Yogi Bear’s
Jellystone Park Camp-Resort network.
In fact, 2015 was the sixth consecutive
year of revenue growth of 5% or more for
Jellystone Parks, according to LSI President
and COO Rob Schutter, who announced the
revenue figures during the franchise network’s Spring Conference in Covington, Ky.
Schutter said the 82-unit franchise network expects to add about five to six new
parks this year and continue that pace over
the next few years, eventually topping 100
parks in the U.S. and Canada.
Parks entering the Jellystone Park
network this year include campgrounds in

Prince Edward Island; Asheboro, N.C.; Bath,
N.Y.; Kerrville, Texas; and Monticello, Iowa.
Altogether, the 82-unit Jellystone Park network has 17,021 sites, including 11,633 RV
sites, 2,942 seasonal campsites and 2,446
rental units.
U.S. and Canadian family interest in Jellystone Parks continues to grow, as evidenced
by the 12.8% increase revenues, the
company said in an announcement.
Traditional RV site revenue was up 14.4%
systemwide last year, while seasonal site
revenue grew by 4.6%. Rental unit income
was largely flat at 0.6% growth.
RV site and rental accommodations
income is only part of the equation at Jellystone Parks, Schutter said, noting the strong
revenue streams generated by camp stores
that sell Yogi Bear-themed merchandise as
well as the ancillary revenue derived from
unique family activities and amenities that
Jellystone Parks provide.
In 2015, RV sites generated 34% of park
revenue, while rental units provided 28% and
seasonal campsites produced 9%. However,
camp store revenue accounted for 11% of
park revenue, while 18% came from ancillary
revenue streams.
Last year also set an all-time record for
park store revenue, which rose 7% over 2014
figures.
Jellystone Park occupancies also increased in 2015, with weekday camper nights
eclipsing 2014 figures by 7.5%, while weekend occupancies jumped 10.6%.
While much of Schutter’s presentation
focused on an analysis of last year’s business
Jellystone Parks – continued on page 32
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RVDA: RV Rental
Demand Rising for 2016
There seems to be no end in sight
to the demand for rental RVs, Editor
Mary Ann Shreve wrote in the April
issue of RV Executive Today, a publication of the National Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA).
Dealers with rental operations report
continued growth in their 2016 reservations, and many plan to add units to
their fleet.
Ziegler’s RV in Allentown, Pa.,
added three RVs to its 27-unit rental
operation this year and may move to a
larger location. “If we do, we’ll consider increasing the fleet size even
more,” said manager Brandon Ziegler,
adding that he occasionally has to turn
away business because all of his units
are booked.
Most of his customers are local
families spending a week or a long
weekend at parks and camps within
the region. And half of them eventually
buy RVs from him.
February’s reservations were up
23% from a year ago, and the average
rental contract is for 6 1/2 days, said
Bert Alanko, who directs the MBA
Rental School. Attendance at the
school’s last session was up 50%, and
attendees ran the gamut from individuals who want to start rental operations to a dealer with a 60-unit fleet.
“We even had a few dealers returning from the year before,” Alanko said,
“because after a year’s additional
experience in the business, they said,
‘Ah, now I see what they were talking
about — I want to go back and ask
more questions.’”
Alanko said that with dedication, it’s
possible to build a successful rental
operation starting with just a handful
of units. “We’ve had dealers start with
one unit, two units, and they’re still in
business six years later. One of our
clients started his rental business with
four units in the driveway of his house,
grew it to 50 units, and just sold the
business to Lazydays for a pretty
penny.”
The RV rental business is seemingly
immune to downturns in the economy.
As Alanko said, “It’s good in good
times, and it’s great in bad times, because people want to take a vacation
but don’t want to fly to Europe, and
they want to take the kids and they
want to take the pets.”
RV rental operations are bound
to benefit this year by the centennial
anniversary of the country’s national
park system, which is being publicized
extensively.
“I can tell you first hand, the centennial is a big highlight in this year’s
business,” said Michael Smalley, COO
of Cruise America. “The National Park
Service is making it a big point to
visit the parks, and Brand USA, a
public-private partnership based in
Washington, has been overseas
promoting the parks.”
“We feel the best way to see the
national parks is through a motorhome,
especially
a
Cruise
America
motorhome,” said Smalley. “The numbers look like there are a lot of people
heading to those areas this year. We’re
delighted that we’re a big part of that
and that our customers are going there
to see our country’s rich history.” WCM
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KOA Adds a Dozen Parks in
11 States for 2016 Directory

Every year, a specialized team from
the Kampgrounds of America Inc.
(KOA) home office in Billings, Mont.,
fans out across North America in search
of just the right new locations to add to
the KOA system, according to an announcement from KOA. When the 2016
KOA Directory became available to
campers in March, it included 12 new
KOA locations in 11 different states,
bringing KOA’s campground total to 487
in North America.
Here’s a look at the newest KOAs.
Gila Bend, Ariz., KOA Journey: You
don’t have to wait for the snow to melt
to enjoy this KOA location, which can
be found right in the middle of
Arizona’s Sonoran Desert. There are
full-hookup sites, and they’re all big-rig
friendly. There’s a clubhouse for RV
rallies, reunions or other gatherings.
Four-legged campers will enjoy the
4,000-square-foot Kamp K9 pet park,
complete with three separate fenced
areas and plenty of grass.
Craig, Colo., KOA: This site is returning to the KOA family after a severalyear absence. It’s nestled between
Dinosaur National Monument, Rocky
Mountain National Park and Yellowstone National Park among the trees in

the high desert of the
Yampa River Valley.
Guests can watch the
wild horses at Sandwash Basin, raft the
Green River or tube the
Yampa River.
Oconee/
Lake
Greensboro, Ga., KOA:
This campground is
developed around a
railroad theme. The
campground has 23
actual railroad cars that
are used as offices, in
recreational areas, shops
and even overnight accommodations. There’s
also a beach area right
on Lake Oconee, along
with a marina, pavilion,
fishing and miniature
golf.
Ludington East/Pere
Marquette River, Mich.,
KOA: This campground,
located in the middle of
the Manistee National
Forest, is surrounded by
streams, and is just a
mile-and-a-half from Michigan’s beautiful Pere Marquette River. This KOA has
large open fields, hiking trails, a petting
farm and boating trips available.
Greensboro, N.C., KOA: Located just
off Interstate 40, this new KOA allows
guests to roll in at their leisure and just
start relaxing. It has extra-long pullthrough sites and camping cabins.
There are tons of nearby restaurants
and special activities, including the
Guilford Courthouse National Military
Park and the Carolina SciQuarium.
Andover/Pymatuning Lake, Ohio,
KOA: Those who love fishing for walleye
can try out this new KOA near the
shores of Pymatuning Lake, a 17-milelong waterway. It offers fishing or pontoon boats, or guests can enjoy the large
heated pool, game room, clubhouse or
other events hosted by the park’s own
full-time activities director. It’s located
in historic Ashtabula County, which includes 10 covered bridges.
Natural Bridge/Watertown, N.Y.,
KOA: The Adirondack Mountains and
the beautiful Thousand Islands region
of northern New York State surround
this new KOA location. Minutes from
the campground are fishing, boating
and ATV trails. Also nearby are horse-

back stables for a ride through the
Adirondacks, and even a scenic train
ride. History buffs can tour the Singer
and Boldt castles, and people can enjoy
a relaxing boat excursion among the
Thousand Islands.
Lumberton/I-95, N.C., KOA: This
new KOA is halfway between Maine
and Florida, at the intersection of Interstate 95 and Interstate 74. The RV pullthrough sites here all offer 30/50-amp
service. Guests can launch a kayak
in the nearby Lumber River, stroll the
scenic trails or refresh all day long with
a dip in the pool.
Grants Pass, Ore., KOA: This park is
right next to Jumpoff Joe Creek and
the National Wild and Scenic Rogue
River is just 15 minutes away, where
people can try a jetboat excursion.
The area also boasts whitewater
rafting, hiking and fishing. The campground itself covers 46 wooded acres
filled with RV and tent sites. There are
even three seasonal swimming holes
— with waterfalls.
Lancaster/New Holland, Pa., KOA:
Guests get a 10-mile view of Lancaster
County’s famous Amish Country at this
new KOA. The area is filled with things
to do, including the American Music
Theater, Sight & Sound Theaters,
Lancaster Central Market and an outlet
mall. Train buffs can visit the Railroad
Museum of Pennsylvania, which
includes more than 100 locomotives
and rail cars on display. The area is in
the middle of Amish Country, which
comes to life at the Landis Valley Village
and Farm Museum. Chocolate lovers
will find Hershey’s Chocolate World just
an hour away.
Bangor/Holden, Maine, KOA: This
new KOA is situated in the woods, making it easy to immerse in nature and
enjoy the nearby hiking trails. The
Bangor/Holden KOA has a full roster of
events and is conducive to groups, with
a large pavilion and the Red Barn Café,
which serves pizza, sandwiches and
Gifford’s Famous Ice Cream. It’s just six
miles from downtown Bangor, with its
shopping and waterfront concerts.
Cape May/Lake Laurie, N.J., KOA:
KOA is back in the Garden State thanks
to this Sun Communities property just
minutes from the Jersey Shore. It has its
own private lake complete with a sandy
beach. There’s also a swimming pool,
tennis, basketball, pickleball and
sand volleyball. Guests can visit the
charming seaside town of Cape May
with all of the Victorian homes, seafood
eateries and trolley tours. The amusement rides at Wildwood Boardwalk are
just 15 minutes away. WCM

ARVC Flagged 248 Proposed Laws, Regulations Through Early April
The National Association of RV
Parks & Campgrounds (ARVC)
reported that it has provided its state
affiliates and members with actionable intelligence on 248 proposals for
new state legislation and regulatory
changes during the first quarter of
this year.
ARVC also provided its affiliates
and members with 92 Senate and
House committee-hearing notices
on specific legislation and regulations, providing them the opportunity to attend or provide testimony at
the hearings.
“There are eight states currently
with legislation regarding park

model RVs that ARVC is monitoring,”
said Jeff Sims, ARVC’s director of
state relations and program advocacy.
“Minimum wage and employment
issues seem to continue to be the
front runners along with a variety of
tax issues. We are seeing minimum
wage proposals all over the board for
2017,” Sims continued, “from a
Louisiana proposed bill to maintain
$7.25 per hour in 2017 to a proposed
bill in New Jersey for five counties
which would increase the minimum
wage to $20 per hour beginning in
January, 2017 for five years.”
ARVC reviewed 4,444 legislative

and regulatory proposals during the
first three months of this year. In
2015, the association reviewed nearly
10,000 legislative and regulatory
proposals.
All of this information is available
to association members in ARVC’s
Legislative & Regulatory Monitoring
Report, which can be viewed on
ARVC.org in the document library
under the “Public Affairs” heading.
The report lists the specific state bills
or regulations, a brief description,
current status, as well as any scheduled hearing notices. The report is
continuously updated Tuesday
through Saturday. WCM
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NCA ‘Super-Session’ Addresses Industry Trends,
From ADA Rules to Tiny Houses and RV Quality

Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA) — may
be finding more ways to work more closely
with each other, a point that drew applause
from the audience.

John DiPietro of RV Insights; Jeff Sims, director of government relations and program
advocacy for the National Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds (ARVC); Dick Grymonprez, director of park model sales for
Champion/Athens Park Homes and a member
of the board of the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA); and Deb Carter, executive director of the Maryland Association of
Campgrounds, owner of Buttonwood Campground and member of the ARVC board.
Setting up the discussion, Goldenberg
reviewed a series of industry trends:
• The RV industry continues its post-recessionary rebound, with six consecutive years
of growth and forecasts for this year to be the
seventh.
• Canada’s economy is hurting, based on
RVIA shipment reports and news accounts.
• Consolidation in the RV industry continues, from dealers to manufacturers to
aftermarket parts distributors.
• Smaller, more affordable RVs are driving
production growth, particularly on the towable size of the industry, though there are
signs of a move toward smaller motorhomes.
• Camping in general is very strong, a fact
reflected in the recent financial and traffic
reports from Kampgrounds of America Inc.,
Leisure Systems Inc. and the U.S. National
Park Service. “The market’s amazing,”
Goldenberg said. “Post-recession, people
really missed it and they came back to it in a
big way.”
• Many state and municipal parks are
moving aggressively into increasing rental
accommodations in their campgrounds and
improving their overall campground offerings.
• There is plenty of developer and investor
interest in building or buying RV parks.
• Internet access continues to grow in
importance for guests to the point that, as
part of general social trends, they’ve come
to expect it..
• There are signs the national associations representing these related industries
— ARVC, RVIA and the National Recreation

Park Operators Express
RV Frustrations
Again, the conversation then turned
toward an at-times-lively session centered on
park operators’ experiences with RV dealers
in their respective areas as they’ve tried at
times to help guests at their parks get units
fixed — even units that are sometimes new
and under warranty. And their experiences as
portrayed at the NCA “super session” were
not all good — much like their perception in
some cases of the quality of the RVs parked
in their facilities.
Much of the debate at this point was led by
Zagami, who — although he represents many
of the region’s RV dealers — was clearly critical of retailers’ performance with regard to
backup support for the park owners and traveling RVers passing through the Northeast
states. “There are issues in this industry,” he
told the attendees. “There are things that
affect your business. You are the people who
have to live with the poor quality products, the
lack of technical service. All of the industry ills
settle in on the campgrounds.
“The better the industry gets,” he continued,” sometimes the worse the product gets.”
In agreement with Zagami’s comments,
Jay Gagnon, owner of Crown Point Campground in Stafford, N.H., said, “One of the
biggest complaints I have in my campground
is the quality of the product coming out.”
Dometic’s Hathaway said he spends much
of his time at dealerships and he, too, pointed
to the popularity of lower-priced RVs.
“The top selling RVs right now are lowerpriced, stick-and-tin units, a lower-quality
product,” he told the group. “In conversations
with dealers, they’re thinking in five years
they’re going to be busy as heck as people
move up into the higher-quality coaches with
aluminum frames and laminated walls. That’s
why you’re seeing some of the quality issues
right now, because that’s what’s selling.”
Others in the audience, including ARVC
board member and former chairman David
Berg, owner of Red Apple Campground in
Kennebunkport, Maine, also voiced concerns
over RV quality.
It’s a problem, as Zagami and Hathaway
indicated, that’s due to the RV industry’s
continued growth.
However, not all manufacturers contribute
to the problem, Grymonprez maintained.
“Plants that need the business, that don’t have
a backlog, they build the best quality.”
That said, Grymonprez also told the campground owners that the RVIA is focused on
technical training programs that ultimately
should address some of the issues.
Zagami said the RV industry as a whole
has been blessed with customers who put up
with a lot because of their love of the lifestyle,
but he warned that may not be the case with
Millennials. “The Millennial you sell to today,
you’ve got one opportunity. If they don’t like it,
they’re not coming back. They are going to get
fed up with this industry.”
Evanne Schmarder, a digital marketing consultant for RV parks and campgrounds and a
full-time RVer, said, “It seems so short-sighted.
We’re talking about all these Millennials, all
these new people getting into RVing and camp-

Mark Hathaway (from left), John DiPietro, Sherman Goldenberg, Jeff Sims, Dick Grymonprez
and Deb Carter get ready to talk as NCA Executive Director Cyndy Zbierski introduces them.

‘We care about our industry,’ said David Berg, owner
of Maine’s Red Apple Campground. ‘Our job is happy
campers. Because I’m the owner and I want happy
campers, I spend three hours chasing down a problem (with an RV) that is usually silly stuff that could
easily be fixed, like crossed wires. We’re willing to do
what we’ve got to do, just make it a little easier for us.’
When the Northeast Campground Association held the 52nd Annual Northeast Conference on Camping and Trade Show March
17-19 in Nashua, N.H., one of the key features
for attendees was an all-new “RV Industry
Super Session,” a two-hour discussion
between the audience of campground owners and operators and a panel of individuals
with a broad range of perspectives on the
wider RV industry.
The frank and open discussion came on
the final day of NCA’s gathering of members
from 11 states, and it touched on a variety of
topics from tiny houses to the Americans with
Disabilities Act to destination camping. But
the biggest focus of the discussion, as it
turned out, was the problems campground

operators face when their guests show up in
malfunctioning RVs.
Kicking off the session at the Radisson
Hotel Nashua was Sherman Goldenberg,
publisher of Woodall’s Campground Management and sister publication RVBusiness, with
a look at some of the key business trends
affecting everyone from RV suppliers to
campground operators.
Moderating the session was Bob Zagami
of RV Insights, a media, marketing and consulting company targeting businesses in the
RV industry, and executive director of the New
England RV Dealers Association (NERVDA).
The panel featured Mark Hathaway,
Northeast regional manager for Dometic
Corp., a major supplier to the RV industry;
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SMART OPERATIONS

Are You Ready to Embrace
Potential Risks of Innovation?
Peter
Pelland

William Watts

1331 Hansberry Lane, Ormond Beach, FL 32174
ph. 386-256-3441 • fx. 386-256-3440

www.envirodesignproducts.com
wwatts@gate.net

NEW

PRODUCTS

The self-closing “New
Footloose” now comes in
“Threaded and Hammer On.”

Beats the
rubber donut

The “New Gator”
hose restrictor
bites the RV
sewer hose, leaving a secure
fit and minimal odor.
New Hose Restrictor,
ask for the

“GATOR”!
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We are in an election cycle here in the
United States, and the parade of candidates is a reminder that both the political
and the business worlds consist of innovators and those who try to “play it safe”
by simply meeting expectations.
In both worlds, there is an eventual
process of weeding out those who fail to
impress their respective consumers.
Some succeed by telling people what
they want to hear or building products
that are in constant demand, but others
succeed by capitalizing upon an
untapped demand for new ways of thinking and new products.
We are all familiar with the most highly
innovative companies in the business
world. They stand out from the crowd
and dominate their market shares, not
because they mimic competitors and
existing products or services, but because
they have a sense for the “next best thing”
that consumers will eagerly embrace.
These innovators have always been in
our midst. A century ago, they were individuals like Thomas Edison and Henry
Ford, whereas today they are more likely
companies like Apple, Google, Toyota,
and Procter & Gamble – with extensive
research-and-development departments
and a determination to introduce new
products that extend an already iconic
brand and offer the promise of a uniquely
superior consumer experience.
The ability to think outside the box is
not limited to multinational corporations
with billion-dollar research-and-development budgets. Innovation can still
originate from modern-day equivalents
of Thomas Edison and Henry Ford, even
though the challenges to the individual
innovator are today probably greater
than ever. Some of the most highly successful innovators of the last generation
were not born with silver spoons in their
mouths but with an ability to see things
outside of the conventional norms.
Campground owners can meet innovative challenges just like any other business entrepreneur. Often overshadowed
by innovations in camping equipment —
most notably modern recreational vehicle and tent designs — campgrounds
have opportunities to distinguish themselves in their sites, rentals, amenities,
recreational programs, customer service
and in technological areas ranging from
online reservations to Wi-Fi.
Right now, one innovative rage seems
to be glamping, with rentals of extremely
well-appointed cottages, yurts or even
treehouses.
There are parks that are known for
searching out that next innovation that
will give them a competitive edge. These
are the types of parks that attend trade
events like the IAAPA (International
Association of Amusement Parks &
Attractions) Expo in Orlando each year.
Their campers return year after year,
knowing that they can look forward to

something new and exciting.
On the other hand, there are park owners who think they should be successful
simply because they have an employee
who dresses up in an ill-fitting Santa
costume for a weekend event every July.
Clearly, there is a market for conventional campgrounds that fail to innovate.
Some people are not looking for shiny
objects but just want to get away for a
quiet weekend of relaxation in a natural
environment. The only problem is that
this market represents an ever-shrinking
sliver of an age-old pie.
As a campground owner, you need to
decide whether you want to be satisfied
with the income you will earn by providing your guests with a somewhat
stagnant but predictable experience, or
whether you are ready to embrace the
potential risks of innovation.
Not every innovation is successful,
and repeated failure is often part of the
process. One way of minimizing the risk
is to closely follow the leaders rather than
blazing trails yourself — but you must be
prepared to recognize successful ideas
and to embrace them quickly.
Somebody operated the first campground to offer its guests Wi-Fi, another
was the first with 50-amp electric
pedestals and yet another recognized the
declining popularity of tennis courts and
how the square footage that they occupied might be more profitably utilized.
The challenge is to avoid being the last
person to get on board — particularly if
you are introducing the latest fad rather
than an innovation that capitalizes upon
a long-term trend.
Part of the beauty of innovation is that
it does not always involve a significant
financial investment. Ideas are priceless.
Although transforming ideas into realities might usually involve facilities and
infrastructure, innovative thinking can
also involve low-cost or self-sustaining
programs such as your park’s events.
When somebody looks at your calendar of activities and is interested in
camping on the weekend of Aug. 12-14,
does what they read generate excitement
and lead to an immediate online reservation or does it simply lead them to click
through to another park — probably your
competitor down the highway?
It is time to think about what you will
do next to bring a new wave of campers
to your park. What really impressed you
on that last cruise or your last visit to a
major resort or theme park? Then think
about how that great idea could be
customized for your campground. Better
yet, be a true trailblazer and be the first to
come up with your own original ideas
that your campers will immediately
embrace — and that your competitors
will later attempt to emulate.
Peter Pelland is the CEO of Pelland
Advertising, a company he founded
that has been serving the family
camping industry for more than 30
years. His company specializes in
building fully responsive websites,
along with a full range of four-color
process print advertising. Learn
more about Pelland Advertising at
www.pelland.com or see their ad in
this issue. WCM
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MODERN MARKETING

Time to ‘Spring Clean’ All Your Social Media Profiles
Evanne
Schmarder
Most likely your loyal and longtime
customers are aware of your digital
presence. Terrific.
But ask yourself: Are you making
the best impression possible on those
visiting your social media sites for the
first time? In the few seconds
you have to register interest in
your brand, are you tickling their
travel-buds and cementing brand
recognition?
Are you providing a heavy lift to
search engines, feeding them what’s
required to garner ranking search
results? How easy is it to find your
hard earned social presence? Are you
sending mixed messages?
Old logos, outdated information or
hashtags and keywords that have
outlived their usefulness may be
misrepresenting your business.
Could it be time time for a fresh start?
You “spring clean” your buildings,
perhaps your back stock and often
your files. But chances are, you’ve
neglected your social media profiles.
If that’s you, now is the perfect
time to reinvigorate those oh-so-important components of your online
marketing program. If you set up
your social media accounts some
time back — or have slowly added
new ones to your online presence —
and have overlooked the maintenance they require, a quick and
focused computer session can help
you cross this task off your list.

To help accomplish this task in
short order, here is a point-by-point
checklist so you can not only update
but also optimize your social
presence.
Social Media Presence
Spring Clean-Up
General:
• Review your page name, user
name, profile name, etc. on each
platform. Best practice, it should include your business’ name and, if
possible, your top keyword. And
equally important, make sure your
brand name is consistent across
platforms.
• Choose or take a high-resolution,
highly representational image to use
as your avatar across your social
landscape.
• Resize and crop your avatar
image to each platform’s specs (see
below). Do not rely on the network to
do this for you.
• Choose or take high-resolution
complementary images that represent your business to be used
as cover images across your social
landscape.
• Resize and crop each cover image
according to each platform’s specs
(see below). Again, do not rely on the
network to do this for you.
• Identify half a dozen keywords
and/or hashtags (#) to be used in
your “about” bio/descriptions and
subsequent posts.
• Develop a consistent business
bio/description to be used in your
social media “about” sections. Tweak
it to mirror the personality and character limits of each social platform.
• Review, update, and/or complete
each section of your profile. Be
conversational and provide interest-

ing information about your business
that you believe your customers and
prospects want to know.
• Assure your details — address,
telephone number, website address,
hours of operation, price level (if
applicable), etc. — are correct.
• Include your other social media
platform URLs so fans and followers
can connect with you across the web.
• Add a “social media profile spring
clean” task to your marketing calendar for the same time next year.
Social Media Image sizes
It’s important to take a few extra
minutes to size your images correctly
for each individual social media
platform you are using. Create a
folder for each platform, clearly naming (e.g. FB profile, Tw cover, etc.) and
saving platform-specifically sized
images in their appropriate folder.
Use a simple graphics tool such
as PicMonkey or Canva to assure the
perfect platform dimensions. Both
allow for custom dimensions and
pre-set templates. Be aware that
on some platforms the image
displays at a smaller size than the
upload. For that reason, make sure
your images are as clear and fluff-free
as possible with the ability to be
read or recognized at small sizes.
PicMonkey also offers a collage
feature that works very nicely for
cover images.
Here are the latest (often changing)
social media platform image dimensions (in pixels):
Facebook
• Profile: 180 x180
• Cover: 851 wide x 315 tall
Twitter
• Profile: 400 x 400
• Cover: 1500 wide x 500 tall

Pinterest
• Profile: 165 x 165
• Board Cover: 215 wide x 145 tall
Instagram
• Profile: 110 x 110
• Photo Size: 1080 x 1080
Google+
• Profile: 250 x 250
• Cover: 1080 wide x 608 tall
YouTube
• Channel Icon: 800 x 800
• Cover: 2560 wide x 1440 tall (Your
cover image will appear in different
sizes based upon the device being
used to view the YouTube channel.
YouTube recommends that you place
the most important part of the image
in the center of your 2560 x1440
cover.)
As the number of social networks
in your digital marketing repertoire
expands you’ll find it challenging to
keep track of the many small, working details. You may also have a need
to share this information as you grow
your digital marketing team.
Start smart and create a spreadsheet that includes specific and pertinent data for each platform. Double
down and create a folder housing this
info as well as the folders containing
your aptly sized profile images.
Your “social spreadsheet” should
include your: account name,
login/user name, password, birthday,
gender, address used, profile or page
URL, bio/description, keywords,
hashtags and posting frequency.
While digital social media can be
useful for a number of reasons both
personally and for business — say,
finding a great recipe or analyzing
the success of your marketing
campaign — it’s blamed for usurping
our attention spans, reportedly less
than a goldfish’s.
That means you have eight
seconds to capture the interest of an
online visitor. Take advantage of
every tip, trick, and tool you can
to usher those passersby into your
social site.
Like what you see in Modern
Marketing? Stay abreast of the latest
digital marketing trends for the outdoor recreation industry by subscribing to Schmarder’s bi-weekly
trend digest Digital Marketing for
the Outdoor Recreation Industry at
www.roadabode.com. Ask her about
her digital marketing/social media
diagnostics and tune-ups, content
strategy and marketing plans, and
more at evanne@roadabode.com or
702-460-9863. WCM
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INSITES

‘Ya Gotta Go There!’ is Ultimate Praise by RV Guests
David
Gorin
I was having lunch a while back
with a restaurant owner friend of
mine. We talked a little restaurant
and we talked a little RV park. And
the talk turned to guest satisfaction,
meeting guest expectations and
other hospitality- and service-related
topics.
At one point my friend, Gary,
asked me if I knew the four words
every restaurant owner wants to hear
over and over again. The magic
words that restaurant owners go to
sleep at night dreaming about are,
Gary said, “Ya Gotta Go There!”
This really caught my attention. I
think it embodies exactly what true
guest satisfaction and guest excitement is. That phrase — ya gotta go
there — is magic to a restaurant
owner. It means that what the
guest is likely to repeat to his friends
and to post on Facebook, Yelp or
TripAdvisor is the highest kind of
recommendation.
I suggest that park owners think
long and hard about what they might
do to have their guests leave their
parks with those words foremost
in their minds when they tell
their friends about their camping

trip last week.
Ya gotta go there! In “restaurant
speak” we usually mean the food,
ambiance and service were just all so
good, you just have to go there and
experience if for your self.
In “campground speak” the phrase
is what every owner wants to hear at
RV shows, in reviews and when
campers get together to share their
experiences. It comes from exemplary facilities, incredibly friendly
and competent staff members, comfortable sites, beautiful settings and
landscaping, wonderfully fun and
friendly park neighbors and activities
suitable for different guests and
executed to perfection.
We often talk about a “wow” experience. Ya gotta go there, to me, is one
step beyond a wow experience. It’s
the ultimate recommendation one
can give.
What can you do to get “Ya gotta
go there!” recommendations from
your guests?
Virginia State Parks Announces
New Customer Loyalty Program
Here’s what Virginia is doing now:
The Virginia State Parks new customer loyalty program rewards visitors who stay overnight in cabins,
lodges, campsites, yurts, camping
cabins and camping lodges with 20
points for every dollar spent on fees.
Points can be redeemed for free
nights based on a redemption schedule based on the cost of the facilities.
To launch the new program,

customers who signed up during
January 2016 received 50,000 bonus
points added to their accounts in
February. In most cases, that’s
awarding two free cabin nights or six
nights in an RV site with water and
electric hookups.
I can’t believe that the National
Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds (ARVC) is silent on the new
loyalty program and other moves by
the state parks to encroach further
and further into the commercial park
business.
Something has to change. I think
ARVC ought to take the lead in
stopping or at least slowing down the
expansion of state parks in the
campground business, or at the very
least they should fight to have the
state park systems’ campground
income be taxed as unrelated
business income. They should also
demand that the state parks enroll
each and every campground they
operate as members of ARVC.
If you can’t stop them from providing modern campgrounds that imitate commercial parks, they should
at least pay federal income taxes on
their camping income and they
should support the industry’s
national trade association.
Recalling Joe Daquino
Joe Daquino, longtime executive
at Affinity Group Inc. (AGI) passed
away back in early January from
brain cancer.
Joe was a quiet and effective exec-

utive with close ties to the RV park
industry in his role as the publisher
of the Trailer Life Campground Directory. He played a key role in the
development of the Good Sam Park
program and was a driving force at
AGI in bringing the company into
the technology age. Joe often represented the company at industry
events including the ARVC Business
Forum and at ARVC conventions and
meetings.
In my early years in the park
industry, many campground owners
felt that the Trailer Life rating system
was unfair to campgrounds and that
the directory was making rules and
setting standards beyond what many
campground owners thought they
could obtain. Park owners were especially upset over TL’s requirement for
paved roads in order to receive the
company’s highest ratings.
I clearly recall meeting with Joe
and his boss at the time, Dale Thoreson, to make the case on behalf of
ARVC members to ease up on that
and other standards. Both executives
were adamant that TL wasn’t setting
standards for the parks but were
responding to what their consumers
were wanting.
The consumer was TL’s customer,
not the parks, despite the fact that
park advertising was the revenue
driver for TL. To a great degree, TL’s
adherence to strict rating standards
served as a primary motivator in
driving many parks to upgrade and
modernize to meet consumer
demand.
Joe strongly believed that pleasing
the consumer was the path to
success for both TL and, ultimately,
for campground businesses.
Joe was just 57 at the time of his
passing and many of us will fondly
remember his sense of humor and
his leadership in AGI and Good Sam.
David Gorin is the former president
of ARVC, former executive director of
the Virginia Campground Association
and is the principal of David Gorin
Associates LLC. You may contact him at
david@davidgorinassociates.com. WCM

Outdoor Recreation —from page 3
(ARC) and elsewhere to move this initiative forward. As the country prepares for a new administration and
new Congress in 2017, it’s vital that we
work together to preserve access to
public lands and ensure that there’s
adequate funding to modernize
campgrounds and other recreational
facilities used by RV travelers.
The old model of going to Congress
for appropriations to pay for recreation improvements out of general
funds isn’t working and hasn’t worked
for many years. Demonstrating the
impact of outdoor recreation can lead
to more innovation from the private
sector and help public lands agencies
meet the recreation and transportation needs of the American public
now and into the future. WCM
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ON CAMPGROUNDS

Red Gate Campground and RV Resort a Birder’s Paradise
Reports from
the field:

Bob Ashley
With only 30 RV sites, family-owned
Red Gate Campground and RV Resort
in Savannah, Ga., offers a lot more than
might be imagined.
Situated on 200 acres, Red Gate has
four fishing lakes, horseback riding, a
menagerie of animals — and is a birder’s
paradise. There’s also a separate event
center on the property that hosts weddings and family reunions and a threebedroom farmhouse loft that is for rent.
“The National Audubon Society
comes out once a year to inventory the

birds we have here,” said J.D. Smith,
who runs the campground for the three
families spawned by Harry Martin,
Smith’s great-grandfather who acquired
the property in 1932.
“We never really advertise for the
birders, but people seem to know about
it,” Smith said.
Animals on the property include
horses, goats, chickens and Canada
geese.
Established originally as a dairy farm
— later becoming a sod farm — the
campground is pretty much wide open,
although it’s partially wooded.
“It’s a natural environment,” Smith
said.
Six miles from Savannah, Red Gate is
the closest RV park to the historic city
and the campground is a trolley stop for
those who don’t want to drive to the city.
Open year-round, Red Gate doesn’t

The pool is a popular way for
guests to escape the Georgia heat
for the park’s short-term guests.

cater to long-term snowbirds,
opting instead for overnight,
weekend and weekly visitors. “It’s
difficult to place anyone for a
month or more,” Smith said. “We
get a lot of people heading down and
coming back from Florida. In the late
winter, we see a lot of people from Europe and Australia who have rented RVs.”
Park features include a pool, swings
overlooking the lakes, a 1,200-squarefoot clubhouse with large-screen TV and
pool table, outdoor screened pavilion
and myriad outdoor games.
“Business has been pretty steady,”
Smith said. “We do only short term so
there’s a lot of turnaround, and we were
full all winter.”
With 200 acres and the campground
taking up only a small portion of the
property, there’s potential to add sites in
the future, Smith reported. “It’s definitely a question that comes up among
the families,” Smith said. “We are looking at the feasibility of expanding. We
don’t want to overtake the property
because we don’t want the campground
to be like every place else. We want to
make things fit.”
Red Gate’s popularity, in part, can be

measured by the 2,200 “likes” it has
received on its Facebook account. “I’ve
had people joke that they aren’t going to
recommend the park anymore because
they want to make sure there’s a spot
available when they are ready to visit
us,” Smith said.
* * * * *
In the entertainment mecca of Branson, Mo., Branson Shenanigans RV Park
owners Andrea and Darin Lavalle have
been working on upgrades since they
bought the 40-site campground in 2014.
“Upgrades help tremendously,” said
Andrea Lavalle. “Nobody wants to come
into a park where things are a mess and
not working right.”
For the Lavalles, that meant putting
in new water lines and hydrants, adding
landscaping between the wooded sites,
replacing and painting decks, remodeling a small restaurant and also the
laundry — “all that good stuff,” she said.
Veteran park owners — they operated
Mari Osa Delta RV Park in Jefferson City,
Mo., for 10 years — the Lavalles already
have purchased an adjacent three acres
for expansion, primarily to deal with RVs
that are much larger than they were
when the park was built 23 years ago.
“We’re not sure yet how many sites we
can add,” she said. “Our problem now is
with larger RVs. We’ve only got seven sites
that will accommodate 45 feet. We turn
quite a few people away, and that hurts.”
Being just two blocks from Branson’s
entertainment strip where there are
dozens of live shows every day, the
Lavalles have kept the park to basics.
“We don’t have a pool or playground but
there’s a water park two blocks away, and
the city of Branson is getting more and
more facilities for kids.”
Because their business depends on
the nearby entertainment venues, the
Lavalles are still fine-tuning their season.
Although “sort of” open year round,
most of the entertainment, she said,
winds down for three months or so after
Christmas.
WCM Editor-at-Large Bob Ashley is
a central Indiana-based freelance writer/
editor and a 25-year newspaper veteran
who has focused on the RV industry and
national recreation issues for the past
22 years. He received the 2013 “Distinguished Service in RV Journalism”
award from the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA). WCM
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When You Don’t Know,
Do You Know Who to Ask?
Deb
Carter
Writing is my favorite way to express
myself. I write a column for the Northeast Campground Association, the
Maryland Tourism Education Foundation and of course my campground,
Buttonwood Beach RV Resort in Earleville, Md. But am I an expert on writing?
Nope. As I considered what I’m an expert
on, what sage advice I could give my
peers in the industry, I was befuddled.
What can I possibly write that you’d
enjoy or use? What do I know how to do
that makes a difference?
Granted, I’m a campground owner.
I’m also a volunteer state executive
director for Maryland. My days are filled
with supporting our industry specifically and tourism in general. And, I’m a
“past” volunteer at many things — from
chamber of commerce president to
National Association of RV Parks and
Campgrounds (ARVC) board member,
with lots of stops in between. I guess my
specialty is similar to many campground owners: We all know how to
work. Hard. Tirelessly. We know how to
put our families and friends to work as
well. Many of us also know our limits
and how to ask questions.
So, I’m going to take you on my
special version of the soon-to-be-famous “Campground Survival Ride.”
There’s no height or weight requirement. You don’t have to buy a ticket, but
I’ll warn you: Sometimes it’s a bit tough
to slow down the ride — and don’t even
try to get off! The most important thing
about this ride is that you cannot ride
alone. I am sure we’ll learn from each
other — that’s one of the best things
about our industry — we share.
In early March we had a very successful and energetic MAC (Maryland
Association of Campgrounds) meeting
at Cherry Hill Park in College Park, Md.
There’s something about breaking
bread with friends that makes the magic
happen. We had campground owners
who were veterans, some from other
states and newbie owners. We had
people who think they want to own a
campground. I’m always re-energized
by meeting with my peers. Our
members know that they are crucial to
the success of our organization and
know that their opinion matters.
My journey to become a MAC member was long. My campground had
been in business more than 20 years.
I’m embarrassed now to admit that we
didn’t belong to MAC (or ARVC), our
local chamber of commerce, the Maryland Tourism Council (MTC), or any
groups that promoted camping and/or
tourism. Then, in 1995, our local county
commissioners levied a $500 per-campsite fee (in addition to all the licensing
fees and property taxes we already
paid). For our campground alone, that
would mean an additional $268,500 in
fees paid to our county. They argued we
WOODALLSCM.com

were using the county services and not
paying enough.
I went to MAC, ARVC and MTC and
asked for their help. MAC members
wrote letters and appeared during three
years of court battles along with members of the Maryland Office of Tourism
and our chamber. Winning in each
courtroom, we finally ended up in the
highest court in Maryland — and we
won against our county.
For all the help I received from
strangers, I volunteered to give back for
three years. That was 17 years ago. Our
campground belongs to MAC, ARVC
and now the Northeast Campground
Association (NCA). When I needed their
help, I found out where to go.
When things are good, we lose members. But I urge all of you — join your
state, regional and national organizations. Know who the people are that
make the decisions in your county. Be a
part of that decision making.
I’ve heard my peers, in varied types
of organizations, complain that their
members don’t care. I believe people do
care. But I think they need to feel they
make a difference. There’s always going
to be apathy. But including everyone
and valuing their input is crucial to the
success of an organization.
My state and I are pro-ARVC. We’re
small with a smaller budget. We need
and want a national association. We
want to be able to pick up a phone, or
send an email, and get an answer. I have
never asked ARVC for help that I didn’t
get. Some of my friends don’t feel that
way, but I believe if they gave it a
try, they would see the benefits of
working together as a united national
association are many.
Thinking back to 1995 when I truly
thought our campground was going to
be forced out of business, I knew no
one, and they surely didn’t know me.
Today leaders in our industry are not
just my acquaintances; they are my very
dear friends.
Question about National? Paul Bambei, Jeff Sims and the entire ARVC staff
are just an email or call away. Looking for
a supplier out of Connecticut? Cyndy
Zbierski can answer that question before
I can fully ask it. And of course there are
my peers from across the nation. Florida
question? Bobby Cornwell. California?
Debbie Sipe. Ohio? Kristy Smith.
Louisiana? Lisa Thibodaux. Name a
state, and I can tell you who to call with
questions. And that goes both ways —
Maryland is always ready to help.
It’s because I was in trouble, and
asked for help. I wish I could tell you
that I had already paid it forward with
everyone — but I hadn’t. I just minded
my own business and almost watched
as it went away. Now, I pay it forward,
and I urge you to do the same.
Deb Carter, Executive Director of
the Maryland Association of Campgrounds, manages Buttonwood Beach
RV Resort on Maryland’s Eastern
Shore. A Lifetime Certified Park Operator, Deb serves on a number of
tourism related legislative committees,
charitable foundations and the Governor’s Park Advisory Committee. WCM
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Whether it’s a tent, RV or cabin site, the one
thing nearly every campsite has in common is
a place for the campfire.

‘During the day it’s enjoying all the fun,’ noted David
Paczocha, president of sales for Premier Outdoors LLC.
‘But at night it’s around the campfire for family time
and reflection. That’s why camping has been such a
success — it’s what really creates the family values.’
Meals just seem to taste better when
cooked over a campfire. It’s equally true that
the best conversations occur around a campfire. Except for perhaps a tent or RV, there is
nothing more important to camping than the
campfire.
Perhaps Bud Styer, owner of Smokey
Hollow Campground in Lodi, Wis., and a longtime industry consultant as the proprietor of
Bud Styer & Associates LLC, said it best
when he succinctly understated: “A campfire
really is important.
“I’ve seen campfires with 25 to 30 people
around them. I’ve seen campfires that are
really a huge bonfire because they’re trying
to entertain the kids. I’ve seen campfires
where they’ve had the chimney logs in them
so they’re shooting flames four feet in the air.
I’ve seen them with all the mystic lights and
the different stuff you can throw in a fire to
get the light display,” said Styer, who’s also
a member of the board of directors for the
Wisconsin Association of Campground
Owners (WACO) and the National Association of RV Parks and Campground (ARVC).
Because campfires play an important role
in the camping experience, campground
owners will outfit each campsite or cabin
rental with a place to start a campfire, typically within the confines of a fire ring. Fire
rings vary in size and material, but most often
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they’re made of steel and sometimes with an
integrated cooking grate that can swivel over
the fire — the type Styer prefers.
“I think the movement is to have a campsite that is pretty much complete and you
don’t have to bring everything. It’s already on
the site. That’s why we went with the handicapped type with the grill that swivels. We’re
going and I see more and more people doing
that because when you cook on your own
grill, now you’ve got a dirty grill you’ve got to
put back in your car and that doesn’t go so
well.
“The most common fire ring these days is
basically a truck rim-style,” Styer continued,
“and you’ll see them above ground or you’ll
see them below ground. I prefer that they be
below ground, or at least only maybe an inch
and a half high, because then we can run the
lawn mower over the top of it.”
Another benefit of a buried fire ring is
campers are less likely to move it around and
thus prevents scorch marks throughout a
campsite. “We try to have a lot of grass but
when you’re moving a fire ring around the
grass disappears and you’ve got a bunch of
black spots all over the place,” he said.
To be sure, campfires mean a lot of
different things to a lot of different people.
Depending on the time of year, they could be
a source of heat, Styer mentioned, but usually

it’s “a source of camaraderie and a place to
hang out and chat with your friends.
“I remember going to a campground in
Nashville one year and we pulled in and there
weren’t any fire rings — you weren’t allowed
to have a campfire in the city of Nashville —
and I’m like, ‘Wow! How’s that work, camping
with no fire?’” Styer recalled.
Picking up on that sentiment, David Paczocha, president of sales for Premier Outdoors LLC in Elkhorn, Wis., said the campfire
is the crux of camping.
“At the end of the night, when everything
else is done and you’re sitting around the
campfire, this is where everything is built
around the family as stories get told and families share things from what happened during
the day,” he explained. “Camping at a campsite isn’t fun in and of itself, it’s at the end of
the day when you tell the stories — whether
it’s what they saw that day, or when they
went down the waterslide, or tubing down
the river.
“It’s always based around toasting marshmallows and cooking hot chocolate and
people laughing about what’s happened,” he
continued. “During the day it’s enjoying all the
fun. But at night it’s around the campfire
for family time and reflection. That’s why
camping has been such a success; it’s what
really creates the family values.”
As an adult, Paczocha was a wilderness
camper who would take groups of 10 into the
woods for backpacking, fishing and other
outdoor recreation during the daytime.
“But it was always about the stories at the
end of the day — about the bear that broke
into camp, or about the big fish that got away,
or the big fish that was really a small fish.
You’d be sitting around the campfire, feeding
that fire as you’re trying to get warm, and
telling stories. It’s always been about the
stories at the end of the day,” he related.
“More relationships are healed through at
that time because everybody’s heart is open
— and everybody goes to bed with that
peaceful heart.”
In addition to fire rings, a number of
products exist to make it easier to start a
campfire as well as to enhance the campfire
experience.
Woodall’s
Campground
Management spoke with a handful of suppliers to get their take on campfires and
products associated with them.
Premier Outdoors
www.premieroutdoorsllc.com
866-378-6678
Paczocha created Premier Outdoors
based on his passion for enjoying outdoor
recreation in a responsible, environmentally

safe manner. He calls it “Go Green, Go Safe,”
and it started off well enough.
But it wasn’t until 2004, when a 4-year-old
girl was severely burned by a campfire when
her grandfather used lighter fluid to stoke the
flames, that Premier Outdoors and its mission
truly became essential to many campgrounds. At the time, Paczocha had on display at a trade event all three safe campfire
products he carried, and Margie Dittman,
who owned a Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park
Camp-Resort, was one of his first customers.
“She was at the first show that I did dealing with my Safe Start Gel and she said, ‘I
don’t want to ever deal with lighter fluid
again’ after they had that experience. So she
actually started the whole concept of me
‘Going Green, Going Safe,’” Paczocha
remembered. “Every year since I’ve built on

Premier Outdoors Evergreen fire ring with grate.

that start because of what it does not only for
the safety of children, the consumer, and the
campground owner not having to carry that
haz-mat product, but also because it’s good
for the environment — which means we’re
not putting stuff back into the soil that would
cause more harm, like petroleum-based
products.”
Since those first three products, Premier
Outdoors has grown to include more than 100
different items in categories such as
briquettes and charcoal, disposable grills,
firestarters and lighter fluid alternatives, and
the Evergreen line of fire rings and accessories (grills, grates, bottom plates). Among
the brands for these products are Colorful
Fire, Quick & Easy, All Natural Safety Bio
Fuel, Aspen Flame EZ Starts and Fatwood
Firestarter.
“Everything that we have is either environmentally safe or safe enough for young kids
to use and not have flare-ups,” Paczocha explained, adding that the double-sided and

S’mores are an icon of camping for many
people, and they need a campfire.

Woodall’s Campground Management

triple-sided fire rings with a steel-plated bottom were designed with a specific purpose
in mind.
“With these you never have to build a fire
on the ground — again so that you’re never
destroying the earth because fire decomposes the earth so that it’s not reusable. With
ours, you’re building the fire on an elevated
platform, which water drains through, so
you’re always starting on a clean dry
surface,” he said.
The Evergreen line is available in single-,
double- and triple-wall models — the latter
two providing further levels of safety. The
double wall adds a layer of protection where
it’s warm to the touch, but not burning, while
the triple-wall remains cool.
“Little kids around can literally play around
it and touch the sides that not get hot, yet they
can use it as a fire ring, and customers also
like it because it’s a showpiece design,”
Paczocha mentioned.
Pilot Rock/RJ Thomas Mfg.
www.pilotrock.com
800-762-5002
Bob Simonsen of Pilot Rock/RJ Thomas
Manufacturing of Cherokee, Iowa, said while
camping trends and technology will come
and go, the need to have a campfire while
camping will never go away.
“One of our most popular outdoor furnishings is still the campfire ring,” he said.
“Camping customers may arrive in trailers
and RVs with fully equipped kitchens, so
maybe they don’t often need or use a charcoal grill at their site, but every camper still
loves the campfire. The sight, sound and
aroma of that evening campfire are some of
the most pleasurable parts of camping. There
is no smart phone app that can replace the
real thing.”
Pilot Rock offers a line of fire rings, including some that are handicap-accessible, with
or without grills and other accessories.
Stump Chunks
www.stumpchunks.com
603-935-5405
Jeff Savage and Cindy Shelley
of Stump Chunks.

roaring fire going,” Savage said. The
company offers various sizes of bags for
campgrounds to offer for retail sale.
Stokes Natural Firestarters
www.stokesfirestarters.com
508-276-1850
Not many companies are founded by high
school students, but Adam Liszewski is one
of the few. The Wayland, Mass. high school
student came up with a gift idea for friends,
made from egg cartons, candle stubs and
dryer lint to allow people to have an easier
time lighting their fires. He gave away his gifts
in 2011, but the following year didn’t have time
to make more “egg-niters” for Christmas
presents. “Some of our family friends offered
to buy them from us, and from there I took the
Adam Liszewski of Stokes
Natural Firestarters.

money from that and we thought they might
be able to be sold. I took them to a local
farmer’s market.” After the sale, the owner of
the market bought his entire inventory. “I was
absolutely shocked,” he said.
The company has grown, with Stokes
firestarters sold in 300 stores across nine
states, and that’s before moving into the
campground market.
To meet demand, Stokes has turned to
the Charles River Center, a social-service
agency in Needham, Mass. that works with
people with developmental disabilities, providing them housing, programs and jobs.
Stokes contracts with the center for
production, providing employment for the
agency’s clients.
Fiready Inc.
www.fiready.com
877-FIREADY
“We treat our wood in the kiln for 40 hours
or so. We kill all the insects. We leave it in
much longer than USDA specifications to
make sure there’s no mold or mildew at all,”
said Alex Clair, one of the members of
the family that owns the Clair, New

Jeff Savage said his Hooksett, N.H.,
company is all about making it easy for
campground guests to get right to the heart
of camping.
“It’s about relaxing, opening a beverage
and putting your feet up. That’s what you
want to do; you don’t want to fight with a fire.
“That’s what camping’s all about, having a
campfire. I wouldn’t want to be camping if I
couldn’t have one,” Savage said on the trade
show floor at the Northeast Conference on
Camping in March. “Stoking the fire all night,
that’s me.”
What the company offers is 100% natural
wood — a mixture which includes everything
from hunks down to shavings — from old
stumps, and it serves as a fire starter and
kindling. “It lights with a match. It’s just a fast,
easy way to light a fire. It’s high heat and
gets going quick. In two minutes you’ve got a
WOODALLSCM.com

Alex and Marielle Clair of Fiready.

Brunswick, company.
“Because we remove so much water, the
campfire doesn’t smoke as much and bother
the neighbors,” said Marielle Clair, who
co-owns the business with her husband,
Peter. It’s a century-old timber business that
has gotten into commercializing kiln-dried
firewood, seeing a market open up due to restrictions on transporting untreated firewood.
The company uses lumber waste and turns it
into cut-to-size kindling, with a variety of options for campgrounds to offer for retail sale.
The company also offers a simple,
eco-friendly fire starter that are simply used
cardboard dipped in paraffin wax.
ng employment for the agency’s clients.
Chadwick Mfg. Ltd.
www.chadwickmfg.com
800-732-4602
Allen Smith said the reason for a campfire’s appeal is simple: “It’s because you can
enjoy the campfire or you can cook on it,” he
summed up.
The owner of Chadwick Mfg. Ltd. in Chadwick, Ill., Smith has been building campfire
rings for the last 40 years. His model 180
ring-and-grill combination features coil grip
handles and a 286-square-inch non-removable grill made with half-inch round bars. The
rectangular firebox opens out into the threepiece fire ring and both are made of 3/16-inch
steel. Tie-down anchors allow the entire
campfire grill unit to be tipped back for ash
removal, and also prevents theft. The finish is
non-toxic, rust-resistant black enamel.
“A lot of times campers will go camping
and then they’ll call us when they get back
home,” Smith said in between customers at
the recent Wisconsin Association of Campground Owners Convention and Trade Show.
“And then we send them one because they
Chadwick’s Allen Smith.

like to cook on them. They put them in their
backyard. It only goes for about $100.”
Campfire Log Inc.
www.campfirelog.com
612-554-3036
About 12 years ago, Bernie Wisdorf came
up with a fun alternative to the campfire
called the Campfire Log. It’s a cedar stump
cut to look like a three-foot tiki torch that,
when lit, has fires visible in its eyes and
mouth while flames shoot out of its head.
Based in Bloomington, Minn., Wisdorf
collects harvested cedar stumps from
lumberyards, then uses a large drill to hollow
out the cores and a grinder to cut eyes and
mouths, which serve as vents to stoke the
interior fire as well as the log’s tiki face.
Depending on the size of the log, it could
burn anywhere from 90 minutes to more than
two hours, Wisdorf said, and he said campgrounds have had very good success with it.
“We will have campgrounds that will
exceed 150 to 200 of these in a season, if they
have about 150 sites. Our biggest customer
last year went through 371,” he said, adding

Bernie Wisdorf of Campfire Log Inc.

that his biggest liability is the limited supply
of cedar stumps harvested during winter in
the swampy areas of Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula and northern Minnesota.
Jamestown Advanced Products
www.jamestownadvanced.com
716-483-3406
Tim Comstock, assistant sales manager
for Jamestown Advanced Products, a supMatt Peterson and Tim Comstock
with Jamestown Advanced Products.

plier of a variety of campground and park
products and equipment, said the
Jamestown, N.Y.- based company continues
to see its Fire View Ring as one product that
seems to be catching on. The ring features a
swing-away grill and, more notably, a perforated upper half that allows the flames to not
only be more visible to those sitting around
the campfire, but heat from those flames to
warm the feet of those same campers.
“The ADA-compliant design is such that
you can contain the fire in the ring but still
see the fire through the grating and enjoy
the heat as well,” Comstock mentioned.
“We actually started that at the request
of the National Forest Service, and are
offering it to everyone. There’s been a lot
of interest and a lot of people love it. It’s
probably our No. 1 new item.”
Kindling Cakes
www.kindlingcake.com
608-774-5429
Campfires are a mainstay of camping
going as far back as the settlers, said Jim
Poad, owner of Kindling Cakes, which makes
firestarters from recycled candles and wood
chips.

Jim Poad of Kindling Cakes.

“I think it’s a family tradition that people
gather around the campfires and have a story
to tell. They do this on a regular basis to be
Campfires – continued on page 24
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KOA’s Second Annual North
American Camping Report
Reveals Trends in Diversity,
Influx of Younger Campers
‘Millennials continue to be an important segment of the camper population, not only in
terms of their level of participation in camping
but also comprising a growing segment of
campers overall,’ the report states.
When Cairn Consulting questioned
nearly 3,000 people across the U.S. and
Canada to compile the 2016 Topline
North American Camping Report for
Kampgrounds of America Inc. (KOA),
the in-depth survey found some
intriguing trends.
The second annual broad look at the
U.S. and Canadian camping market —
a look at all campers, not just KOA’s
guests — showed that camping’s appeal
continues to expand beyond the “traditional” market, and newer campers
aren’t necessarily looking for the same
things long-time campground guests
seek in their outdoor experiences.
“There are more campers than ever
before,” the report’s introduction noted.
“Camping is making inroads into every
ethnic group and age category in North
America.”
The report notes the dynamic shift
from camping as an almost exclusively
white activity to something mirroring
the broader North American population. “More and more Hispanics,
African-Americans/blacks and those of
Asian descent are finding camping to be
their solution to stress and the lack of
quality time,” the report stated.
In addition the demographics are
shifting more toward Millennials.
“Millennials continue to be an
important segment of the camper population, not only in terms of their level
of participation in camping (matching
or exceeding overall population figures
based on age) but also comprising a
growing segment of campers overall,”
the report points out.
Given that growth, the fact that 85%
of campers plan to keep camping at
least as much as they have and that the
report underscores the rate of campers

bringing children is at 50% and growing,
“the long-term viability of camping has
never been brighter.”
One of the biggest surprises in the
report, according to Toby O’Rourke,
chief franchise operations officer at
KOA, “was really looking at that Millennial group as driving new campers and
how that breakdown of the new camper
so closely matches ethnic breakdowns
of census data. There’s been this belief
that our business is driven by white
Caucasian campers.”
Scott Bahr, the Maine-based founder
of Cairn who has worked with KOA for a
decade and who spearheaded the study,
concurred. “It seems like people are
taking their kids out and they’re all getting hooked on it. In the past camping
was a very Caucasian activity skewed a
little bit older. We’re seeing this influx of
younger people and families.”
Mike Gast, vice president of communications for Billings, Mont.-based KOA,
said, “Last year the main finding was
very technology-oriented. This year
what bubbled up was Millennial habits
and lots of different demographics of
campers, especially new campers.”
There were 14 key findings in the
report, which was first presented April
21 in San Francisco:
• The incidence of camping is stable,
but there’s an increase in the frequency
of camping trips among active campers.
• Access to technology is generating
more mobility, giving people flexibility
to do more while on trips.
• Expectations for free Wi-Fi are
dramatically impacting campground
selection.
• Non-whites are responding to efforts to promote public campgrounds.
• African-American/black campers

Toby O’Rourke and Scott Bahr at KOA headquarters in Billings, Mont.
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The second annual survey of the general population conducted by Cairn Consulting Group
Sponsored by Kampgrounds of America

comprise about 20% of new campers,
the majority of them Millennials.
• Among Millennials, ethnicity is
much less of a factor in determining attitudes and behavior related to camping. Overall, 10% of non-white
Millennials were new to camping in
2015.
• While same-sex households comprise only 1% of U.S. households, they
represent 5% of camper households.
Also, almost 40% of same-sex camper
households include children, nearly
double census figures for same-sex
households with children.
• Interest in the different types of
accommodations is high, especially
regarding cabins. Fully half of all
campers expressed a desire to camp in
a cabin at some point in 2016.
• Outdoor recreation is an important
part of what campers want.
• Camping is viewed as strengthening
relationships, reducing stress, increasing physical activity and helping
combat childhood obesity.
• Barriers to camping are relatively
consistent over time: Finances, time
and access to gear.
• More campers — nearly half — describe themselves as “weekend
campers,” possibly as a result of fewer
North Americans taking their full paid
vacation time.
• Gas prices make a big impact on
campers’ perceptions and plans.
• Looking at the year ahead, there’s a
net 25% increase of campers who plan
to increase trips in 2016, compared to
the net 9% who intended to increase
trips in 2015.
Camping is Growing
Across North America
“We had an increase in camping last

year, more than a million households,”
O’Rourke said in an exclusive interview
with Woodall’s Campground Management before the report’s release. “That
was driven by Millennials: 44% of those
new campers are Millennials.”
In addition, 40% of those new
campers came from racial and ethnic
minorities, O’Rourke pointed out.
“Our next generations of campers are
probably going to be more reflective of
the general population.”
And while Millennials are largely
starting out in tents, 30% of those new
campers last year were staying in cabins. “We’re seeing growth in cabins,
which is very encouraging especially to
private campgrounds,” O’Rourke said.
Gast pointed out that cabins have
helped open RV parks and campgrounds for people to dip their toes into
the lifestyle. “We’ve created an entry
point for people who don’t want to
buy equipment yet and don’t want to
purchase or stay in a tent.”
So why are people camping?
“We’re seeing escapism, wanting to
relax and escape stress, which plays out
across generations,” O’Rourke noted.
“They want to camp with friends and
family and ‘blow off steam.’ That speaks
to our culture, which is busier and
busier; camping allows them to change
their pace.
“Campers are definitely wanting to
spend more time with family and
friends,” she continued, “wanting to do
more exploring. We do think gas prices
have had an impact on getting
non-white groups to camp.”
While the Millennial influx into
campgrounds and that group’s unique
features may be the most important
highlight of the report, O’Rourke also
pointed out that Generation X is not to
Woodall’s Campground Management

be overlooked. “We’re seeing some nice
growth in that 35-to-44 age group. That,
I think, is a pretty interesting number as
I think about that generation having
more buying power, in terms of the
possibilities of buying RVs.”
Gast pointed to the sales growth of
ultra-light travel trailers, one of the
trends driving the RV industry’s growth.
“We believe that’s younger families, too.
They’re going to be walked into that
three-, four-, five-year lifecycle of that
RV. Because of that more affordable unit
that’s easy to store, we’re seeing more
young families getting into (camping).”
Interestingly, people outside the RV
and camping sectors are eyeing the
growth of camping by Gen Xers and
Millennials, too, said Lore Armer, vice
president of brand development at
KOA. “I had a call with Exxon. They have
a keen interest in the children tie-in.
They’re finding more families are hitting
the road and filling up at Exxon stations.” When Exxon-Mobil looked at the
vehicles those families are driving, they
found that diesel pickup trucks are out
of the affordability range for most families with children, Armer said, so “it’s
not surprising to see these ultralights.”
Generation X, said Bahr, is the age
group that is largely driving the growth
of family camping.
“Campers are much more likely to
have children living in their households
than are U.S. residents overall, and it
appears as though there is an increase
in camping among households with
children,” the report said. “Camping
appears to be growing in appeal as a
family activity, which is supported by
these results showing that camping with
children is increasing at a rapid pace.”
Not only is that good news for
campgrounds today, it’s good news for
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the future.
“As our research has demonstrated,”
the report noted, “an early introduction
to camping results in a more avid
camper as an adult. By bringing their
kids on their camping trips, adults are
introducing a new generation to camping who, in the future, will introduce
their children to camping.”
Meanwhile, children aren’t the only
dependents people like to bring to
campgrounds, either.
“Pets continue to be very appealing
to people,” O’Rourke said. “We’re seeing
a lot of importance there.”
For its part, KOA has required parks
adopting one of its brands — KOA Resort, KOA Holiday and KOA Journey —
to have dog parks. And, of course, many
other RV parks have recognized the
importance of catering to pet owners.
Indeed, the study indicates that 53%
of campers always or sometimes bring
pets, and another 8% said they rarely do.
Only 39% of campers reported never
camping with pets.
So How do Parks Attract
Millennial Campers?
“Obviously Millennials are the largest
percentage of our U.S. population, and
they’re definitely a key group of what
our business is going to be,” O’Rourke
said. In that age group of 19-35, while
they make up 44% of new campers, they
also make up more than a third of all
campers.
“This group of Millennials is so different than past groups of campers we’ve
seen,” Bahr pointed out.
They show far fewer ethnic differences than campers from older age
groups, and they’re also more likely
to choose a campground based on its
atmosphere rather than its location,

seeking all sorts of onsite recreation.
“That’s interesting as we think about
how we design campgrounds,”
O’Rourke said. “It’s a much more social
group. This is a new camper, more
ethnically diverse, they want to spend
time with people.”
And they’re expected to continue the
Baby Boomer trend to want to be more
active. As Gast said, “We’ve got a lot of
campgrounds out there with shuffleboard courts that are never used anymore. Now we’re getting requests for
pickleball courts and seeing more use of
tennis courts. We’re seeing that impacting the tail end of the Boomer generation; they’re getting more active. That’s
going to continue with the younger
generations.”
At this point, Millennials predominantly camp in tents. “But when we
asked what they aspire to try out,”
O’Rourke noted, “49% said they want to
stay in a cabin, which is very optimistic
for private campgrounds.
“What I think is the greatest point is
that far and above any other group they
plan to camp more. We’re seeing strong
camping, strong optimism about more
camping. I think that bodes really well

time spans to gain that access, we’re
going to win big.”
Bahr, for his part, told WCM, “They
want to camp together and have those
social interactions during the waking
hours. That’s the kind of experience that
they’re seeking. What’s going to bring
them back is the places that bring them
in, accommodate their group size and
are designed to provide that experience,
that atmosphere.”
Marketing camping to this group will
be different than marketing to previous
generations. “They identify more with
their age group than with their own ethnicity,” Gast noted. “They’re into blogging, they’re into influencers who think
like they do. It’s going to be a different
sort of marketing future for Millennials,
and that goes for the RV industry as
well. There are big challenges in connecting with these people. They’re more
about social media and interaction and
review sites.”
Of Course, Technology
is Very Important
“Things such as the expectation of
Wi-Fi is not going to go away with Millennials,” O’Rourke pointed out. “It’s a
natural part of life for them. We’re going

for the future if we continue to keep
meeting their needs,” she said. “Figuring out how to service the needs of
Millennials and engage them now
creates lifelong campers.”
The report provides insights on what
that’s going to take, said O’Rourke, who
was promoted to her current post in
January from her previous role of senior
vice president of marketing. “The
Millennials are going to be very focused
on quality. As an industry we have to
continue to modernize our parks. We
have to have recreation in our parks, we
have to have quality sites. Millennials
are demanding excellence and they
want quality.
“If we as campground owners and
managers can invest in our parks and
modernize,” she continued, “we’re
going to continue to grow our business
with them. I think those campground
operators who take time to invest and
modernize their campgrounds are
going to win the younger camper.”
Armer said another key is to make it
quick and easy for Millennials to get
what they want — group camping and
lots of activities in a nice atmosphere.
“We have a real potential if we can simplify that ease of access with shorter

to have to keep up. They’re more likely
to expect Wi-Fi and more likely to be
influenced by Wi-Fi.”
And the importance of technology
usage isn’t limited to Millennials; it’s
growing among all groups. AfricanAmerican campers put an especially
high value on tech access while camping, according to the report. They’re the
group most likely to be influenced by
free Wi-Fi in campgrounds. “Technology has spiked over the last couple of
years,” O’Rourke said, “especially
among African Americans.
“Wi-Fi is one of the biggest
challenges facing the campground
industry,” she continued. “There are lots
of different levels you can deliver. It can
be very expensive to install properly and
some campgrounds are just limited by
the availability of options available to
their locations. The question becomes,
‘How do we best tell a camper what to
expect in a campground?’ Managing expectations may be the key, especially
because the importance of technology
to guests isn’t going anywhere.”
But for RV park operators who are
frustrated with the rising demands of
technology, there’s a strong silver lining
KOA Camping Report – continued on page 27
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From Insurance to Operations, Experts
Discuss Trends at WACO, NCA Events

Irene Jones fills in NCA attendees on best practices when dealing with dogs in campgrounds.

“If I ask you, ‘Why are you going to your own
park?’ what’s the answer?” asked industry consultant Bud Styer. “If you can’t come up with the ‘because’ then you’re in trouble. Everybody has one,
and you have to know what it is — once you know
what that ‘because’ is, then you can work on it.”

AQUA-CYCLE WATER TRIKES
Aqua-Cycle Water Trikes are an adventure on the water for all ages.
Their innovative design and durable materials allow Aqua-Cycle
Water Trikes to traverse lakes, rivers and beaches with ease. Water
sports locations rate Aqua-Cycles® at the top of their paddle boat
rental list. Adults and children alike enjoy the safe, smooth ride.

Small Investment That Keeps on Working • Built to Last – Easy to Maintain • Made in
USA! • Environmentally Safe and Eco-Friendly • No Age Restrictions – Fun for All Ages

800-970-2688 • aquatic-adventures.com
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A wide variety of experts
on the campground sector A panel of experts provided their input for a seminar on ‘Making
participated in both the 53rd Good Business Decision’ at the WACO Conference & Trade Show.
Annual Wisconsin Association of Campground Owners
(WACO) Convention & Trade
Show, in Stevens Point,
Wis., March 16-20 and the
Northeast Campground Association’s Northeast Conference on Camping March
16-19 at the Radisson Hotel
Nashua in Nashua, N.H.
The two large shows offered a wide variety of business intelligence targeted
directly at RV park and campground ownitem should always be the owner’s salary,
ers and operators.
said experts leading a panel discussion at
Woodall’s Campground Management
the WACO Convention.
attended both shows in order to gain inThe panel consisted of Don Bennett Jr.,
sight on certain industry topics currently
president and CEO of Campground Owners
trending, many of which we’re passing
of New York (CONY) as well as a certified
along to our readership — including tips
public accountant and a partner at Coneon making business decisions, marketing
sus Lake Campground in Conesus, N.Y.;
your business, branding it and a few looks
Greg Taylor, an analytic consultant who’s
at some important insurance considerabeen involved in the campground industry
tions — including things to think about
for more than two decades as an operator,
with pets in your park.
owner and consultant; Wynn Taylor, Greg
Taylor’s wife and the CEO of Tangaroo
Making Good Business Decisions
Creek Companies, which owns multiple RV
Successful campgrounds are operated
parks in several states; Wade Elliott, the
as a business with an annual budget —
founder and owner of Utility Supply Group,
preferably using QuickBooks or another
a nationwide distributor of electrical, gas
accounting software — and the first line
and water utility supplies based in
Kingston, Wash.; and Mark Hazelbaker,
a Madison, Wis.-based attorney who
provides legal services to WACO and many
of its members.
Addressing a standing-room-only crowd
of about 75 people, each panel member
shared their advice on how campground
owners can make sound business decisions. They said the best decisions are vetted by research and information, which
includes financial data born out of an
annual budget that is consistently and
carefully analyzed.
“Who has a budget for their campground?” Bennett asked the audience, with
only a handful of people raising their hands
Don Benett Jr.
in response. “Far too few people actually
Woodall’s Campground Management

utilize budgets — and QuickBooks has a
great budget module that makes it so easy.
The campground industry in the north is
great because we’ve got some time in the
winter when it’s too nasty to be outside
doing things. That’s when you should be
working on a budget, and the first item that
you should have in your budget is your
salary.”
Wynn Taylor picked up on that notion,
saying in the beginning she and her husband never paid themselves. Instead,
all the money went back into building the
business.
“Somewhere along the line somebody
said to me you need to pay yourself first, so
we started doing that and, surprisingly, the
business still survived and we ended up
having reserves because we had paid ourselves and we had the money,” she said.
“And there was less stress. If something
happened at the campgrounds, we had our
own funds that we could borrow from. It’s
just phenomenally different the way the
stress has gone if you pay yourself first.”
Hazelbaker said being a campground
owner is far too difficult not to be compensated, and added that an annual budget is
essential.
“That’s ultimately the way all businesses
communicate with other businesses,” he
said. “Accounting is the universal language
of finance. If your statements reflect what
you’re doing, that gives you the ability to
work with banks, to work with vendors, to
work with people who might want to buy
your business. It gives you the information
you need as owners to know whether
something makes sense or not.”
Tips for Finding Your Customer
with Effective Marketing
Evanne Schmarder, principal of Roadabode Productions and WCM columnist,

Keynote speaker Evanne Schmarder addresses the Northeast Conference crowd

gave her key marketing tips at the Northeast Conference in a seminar and in a
keynote address.
“It has never been a better time to be in
our industry globally than today,” said
Schmarder, who has spent time with campground leaders in Australia and Europe as
well as North America.
“Here in the United States we’re in a
great position. RV shipments are up, up, up.
The industry is building a lot of RVs, they’re
selling a lot of RVs,” she pointed out.
“We’re seeing a couple of different
groups that are out and about these days.
One of them is the Millennials. They’re
thinking differently, they’re thinking outside
the box. They’re working on the road,
they’re travelling with their families.
“We also are seeing growth in our
snowbirds. It’s big. Those two demographic
groups are big across the globe in
camping.”
WOODALLSCM.com

As business owners, RV park operators need to decide on their customer and
have a laser focus on reaching that guest,
she said.
“Online is just everywhere, every day,”
she pointed out. A recent survey showed
45% of people sleep with a smartphone by
their bed, while 63% use smartphones to
go online every day. That same survey,
Schmarder said, found that fully a third of
Americans would give up sex rather than
their smartphone.
With that online access so close at
hand for the majority of people, RV parks
need to be online in a compelling way.
“It’s a brand new day, so what are you
supposed to do as business owners?
Market smart,” she said.
The goal is to tell your campground’s
story to potential guests. “What’s going
on? What are you hosting? Where are you
posting?”
The content of your website and social
media sites help tell those stories. “Video
is highly engageable,” Schmarder said.
“Not a lot of people do video, but there’s
lots of different types of content you can
produce.”
However, you don’t have to try to master every marketing option out there, she
reassured people. “Your website is your
base. You own it. Then choose your marketing channels wisely. Email marketing
is still one of the most cost-effective
marketing platforms out there for digital
marketers. Start with Facebook and email
and get really good. Then try adding more
channels.”
Most importantly, she said, is to zero in
on your desired customer, set goals and
decide on the results you want so you can
measure your effectiveness.
Key Things to Know About
Insurance — and Pets
Ron Barber of McNeil & Co. Inc. of
Cortland, N.Y., walked through some key
things to keep in mind when it comes to
RV park insurance during a talk at the
Northeast Conference on Camping. “The
No. 1 reason to buy insurance is to stay in
business. You’ve worked hard to create a
business, very hard. You can transfer that
financial uncertainty to someone else for
a relatively low cost,” he said.
Use a phone to video or take pictures
of details of key buildings so there’s no
question about what was there in case of
a loss, he suggested. In addition, keep an
inventory — off site — of everything in
your campground. Not only is it good in
case of a loss, but it’s also good for campground valuation if you decide to sell,
he said.

Real Log Park Model Cabins

Ron Barber goes through key insurance
points during a seminar.

When buying insurance, Barber also
said people need to pay attention to the
coinsurance amount. “This is the one

• Real Rustic Log Cabins
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Park Model Cabins
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thing you’ve got to ask about because it
will make a huge difference at the time of
loss.” For instance, if you have a policy
with 80% coinsurance, that means if you
have a $100,000 building that burns down,
you’re paying $20,000 out of pocket to
replace it, Barber warned.
The most important thing to think about
when considering insurance, Barber said,
is to spend time with your agent. “I can’t
express enough how important it is giving
your insurance professional enough time
to come in and explain all of this stuff.”
That needs to be a two-way conversation, he urged. “The more specific you
are, the more they can help you.”
For pet-friendly parks, Irene Jones of
the Marshall and Sterling Campground
Insurance Program of Monticello, N.Y.,
offered key considerations to help address dog-related risks. “There are no
bad breeds, just bad owners, dogs that
misbehave or owners who don’t train
them properly.”
That said, she warned that the companies that provide insurance to campgrounds and RV parks will be tightening
up requirements over the next few years.
The best bet, she said, is to try to follow
these tips:
• Dogs need to be on leashes, not
running free. It’s not the guest’s backyard,
it’s a community campground.
• When guests make a reservation, ask
if their dog has a history of bites and keep
those dogs away.
• Ask for current vaccinations.
• Require guests to clean up after their
pets and ban excessive barking; ask
violators to leave.
• Follow the same rules with your own
dog.
• If possible, make sure campers have
at least $100,000 in personal liability
coverage on their RV policies.
“If you’re a dog-friendly campground,
let all campers know. Market it on sites
like bringfido.com, petfriendly.com or
dogfriendly.com. Offer a list of vets, emergency animal hospitals, pet super stores,
dog parks, pet-friendly hiking trails and
groomers in the area,” Jones said.
“If not, give campers a list of nearby
kennels to accommodate their dog.”
Effectively Branding Your Park
What is your campground known for?
That was the question posed by Bud
Styer, owner of Smokey Hollow Campground in Lodi, Wis., and a longtime
industry consultant, during a recent
seminar he was leading at the WACO
gathering.
The answer to “What is your campground known for?” represents your
“brand” and Styer said your brand is one

Bud Styer

of the most important factors people take
into consideration when choosing a
campground.
“Nobody buys anything; they make
22 - May 2016

choices. They make choices based on
available options. And because they have
options, now it’s time to find out what is
your brand. Why would someone choose
you? So we want to decide who is our
ideal camper and then why should they
choose you over your competition,” Styer
explained.
Whether it is a family with young children, a retired couple or something entirely
different — park owners first must decide
for themselves who is their ideal camper.
With that ideal camper in mind, park owners must next determine what exactly are
those people looking for in a campground,
then adjust their park accordingly.
“If I ask you, ‘Why are you going to
your own park?’ what’s the answer?”
Styer said. “If you can’t come up with the
‘because’ then you’re in trouble. Everybody has one, and you have to know what
it is — once you know what that
‘because’ is, then you can work on it.”
Marketing a Small Campground:
A Case Study
Kim Dixon of Insights LLC in Waterbury, Vt., offered attendees at the Northeast Conference on Camping a look at
how campgrounds can handle marketing
on a shoestring budget.

Kim Dixon describes how one campground
effectively markets on a small budget.

She used Maple Grove Campground of
Fairfax, Vt., as a case study.
“You need to have a landing place for
people to go to, and social media is just
not enough. Have a site and a simple blog
about what’s going on in your area, not
just your campground.” The website
should be simple, but needs to draw potential campers in and it needs to be mobile-responsive. Blogging, she said, “is
one of the most cost-effective, simplest
things you can do to improve your
rankings in search results.”
Facebook and Instagram are useful
social media networks for businesses, but
Twitter isn’t, she added.
Do your best to get guests to market
your property by encouraging positive
reviews, she suggested. Maple Grove
created a sweepstakes offering a week’s
stay and dinner for four at a nearby
restaurant to entice campers to review
the campground.
And if a bad review comes in on
TripAdvisor? “Don’t respond the minute
you read it. You need to take time and formulate a response. You can’t over-defend
yourself and you can’t under-defend yourself,” Dixon said. “If you get them to
review you, thank them for doing it and
keep an eye on your review sites.” —
Rick Kessler & Justin Leighty WCM
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Key Tips to Improve your Campground Business
There are many different ways park
owners can improve their business, said Tia
Andersen, the operations manager at
Stoney Creek RV Resort in Osseo, Wis. She
passed along a list of ideas at the WACO
convention:
• Websites — Create your website using
one of several free resources, including
Wix, Weebly and Squarespace. Each has
their own pros and cons, but all allow park
owners to easily create and maintain their
own websites.
• Facebook — Create a Facebook page
for your campground, post engaging comments and vibrant photos/videos on a regular basis and engage in discussions with
followers. Consider posting limited time
special offers, and encourage followers to
share your posts with their friends.
• Instagram — Post pictures and videos
with short descriptions, and create and
consistently use a hashtag for your
campground.
• Pinterest — Scour Pinterest to gain
ideas you can use at your campground
as well as promote your park and gain
followers.
• Twitter — Especially popular with
younger adults, Twitter is best for quick
updates and short messages. Consistently
use a hashtag for your campground.
• E-Newsletter — Electronic newsletters
are free, and a variety of online sources
make them easy to create. Determine the
content you want to include and how often
you’ll send one out. Developing a subscriber
list is a must.
• Blog — Most often associated with
your campground’s website, a blog gives
readers a reason to visit your website often,
plus it’s a great method to communicate
essential information as well as build SEO
credibility.
• Local newspapers/magazines — Many
times the information you post on your blog
— such as an article on camping tips, for
example — could be published by a local
newspaper or magazine. Also, a well-written
press release may get their attention. That’s
especially helpful in getting your events
published in their community calendars.
• Camping Websites — Review and
update your park’s profile found on various
travel websites, and respond to any
comments about your campground.

Websites include: RV Park Reviews, Go
Camping America, and Trip Advisor and
other travel-related sites that increasingly
are offering campgrounds as part of their
search options.
• Elevator speech — Create a short, simple, informative description of your park,
being sure to include its benefits and what
makes it unique, that you can pass
along when someone asks about your
campground.
• Dropbox & Google Drive — Both of
these free online resources allow you to
transfer large digital files. Google Drive also
includes Google Docs, Google Sheets,
Google Presentation and other applications
that perform virtually all of the same
functions as Microsoft Office.
• Google Analytics — The free and best
method to track all sorts of measurables
regarding your website, including such
valuable information as the demographics
of your website visitors.
• Google Site Description and free ads —
The site description is the short sentence
under your link whenever it shows up in a
Google search; you can customize this.
Google sends newly registered businesses
a free ad promotion; this is a great way to
test whether Google Ads make sense
for you.
• Local businesses/attractions — Develop advertising opportunities for local
businesses and attractions to market to
your guests. Initiate a brochure-exchange
with other local attractions and businesses.
• Staff — Happy employees perform
better, meaning guests are more satisfied.
Plus, happy employees don’t quit their jobs,
saving you the time and expense of finding
and training new staff. Potlucks, friendly
competitions are among the many ways to
motivate employees.
• Networking — Attend other conventions and trade shows and get involved with
the local chamber of commerce or other
business groups. From those contacts you’ll
develop business partnerships and friendships, and at the same time spread the word
about your park.
• Activities — Host fun activities for all
ages as often as possible. Award free prizes
designed to encourage repeat business,
such as a free round of mini golf, free canoe
rental, free campsite, etc. WCM

U.K. Camping Club Reaches Record Level
The London-based Camping and
Caravanning Club announced it has
reached record membership with
nearly 600,000 individuals, or 281,674
households now being members of
the world’s oldest club of its kind.
Founded with just six members as
the Association of British Cycle
Campers in 1901, the Camping and
Caravanning Club was the first in the
field and the club today continues to
be an industry leader, it said in its
written announcement.
“In a time when some member organizations are experiencing a downturn in their membership numbers,
we are extremely proud to announce
our highest-ever membership,” said
Robert Louden, director general of
the Camping and Caravanning Club.
The club’s first permanent campsite opened at Walton-on-Thames,
Surrey, in 1913. Today the club boasts
108 locations, more than 1,600
WOODALLSCM.com

certified campsites, an overseas
travel service and industry-leading
membership services.
The club’s official publication,
Camping & Caravanning, which has
been free to club members since
1907, has also been available online
since 2014 and is currently the
second-highest circulating digital
title in the U.K. after the Economist,
according to ABC.
“As a mum of three and an ambassador of the outdoors, I’m delighted
to be part of this milestone in club
history,” said Julia Bradbury, club
president, television presenter and
outdoor enthusiast. “In an age when
time is so precious, camping and caravanning is a brilliant way to spend
quality time with family and friends.
I believe this, along with the great
benefits the club has to offer, is why
campers choose to join the Camping
and Caravanning Club.” WCM
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Campfires —from page 17
able to talk about things that have happened
to their families. How families have interacted
around the campfire for many years is a
tradition that they passed on down through
many generations,” Poad said.
To make his Kindling Cakes, Poad buys
used candles, melts them down and adds
wood chips to it to help enhance the starting
capability and longevity of the eight-inch
flame, which lasts for up to 20 minutes.
“It’s really a starter for campfires —
hence the ‘kindling’ part of Kindling Cake —

coated 11-gauge steel that can be
customized with logos, names and designs.
There are three different styles and covers
available.
The Firease IncinerGrate is a teepeeshaped iron grate that helps campfires start
quickly and easily and burn stronger and
longer.
Winter Woods Inc.
www.winterwoods.com
800-541-4511
The best part about the campfire is the
relaxation it provides, said Shelly BeBeau of
Winter Woods Inc. in Glidden, Wis., and the

No matter how posh or rustic the site, guests are likely to congregate around the fire.

and the ‘cake’ part basically comes from the
shape of the container that looks like a
cupcake,” Poad explained, adding that a
clear plastic tube holding nine cakes offers
an attractive retail presentation.
Outdoors Unlimited Inc.
www.ouioutdoors.com
630-561-9002
Based in Bartlett, Ill., Outdoors Unlimited
Inc. has been providing innovative products

Shelly BeBeau of Winter Woods Inc.

to customers for more than 70 years.
For campground owners, the company’s
campfire-related products includes the
Skeeterlog, Custom Fire Ring and Firease
IncinerGrate, among other products.
The Skeeterlog is an all-natural recycled
wood product infused with eight different
natural oils that dispense a 100% natural
blend of pest repellents. The oils are lemongrass, geranium, cinnamon, citronella, citrus,
thyme, peppermint and rosemary. Each log is
nontoxic, nonhazardous and biodegradable.
Each log smolders for more than six hours.
The Custom Fire Ring features powder24 - May 2016

second best part are the conversations they
encourage.
“That’s when you have your best conversation, with family and friends around a
campfire. That’s my favorite part of camping,
doing nothing except sitting around a campfire and talking with friends and family. No
cooking, no cleaning, no nothing,” she said.
Among its variety of products, Winter
Woods Inc., based in Glidden, Wis., offers
Color Cones, which are pine cones coated
with a safe chemical the turns the campfire
flames into mesmerizing colors.
“They are a big conversation piece and
adults love them just as much as kids.,” said
BeBeau. “They’re all made in our little plant
in northern Wisconsin and one individual
makes them all for us. They’re treated with
glue and a special chemical and they last
anywhere for 15 to 20 minutes, depending on
how many you put in the fire. And that’s all
you need is two or three to get it going.”
Great Outdoors Direct
www.greatoutdoors.direct
800-393-9923
Heidi Doyle, senior product specialist at
Great Outdoors Direct, the home of Gerber
Park Products, said the Madison, Wis.-based
company recently offered a 24-inch diameter
fire ring to complement its 30-inch diameter
ring in response to campgrounds wanting a
smaller fire for tent-only campsites or with
special requirements, such as an abundance
of trees. Both sizes are made of 3/16-inch
thick steel and feature a one-inch lip for extra
durability. An optional cooking grate also is
available.
“The campfire is the perfect ending to a
day of camping,” Doyle said. “Whatever
everyone did during the day, at the end of it
they all congregate around the campfire to
tell stories and share their adventures.” —
Rick Kessler & Justin Leighty WCM
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Iowa Gets First Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Resort
Chip Smith and his wife, Kim,
have owned and operated Walnut
Acres Campground in Monticello,
Iowa, for nine years, during which
time they have built the park into a
favorite destination for families
seeking a clean park with organized
family activities.
But this year the Smiths are taking
their 270-site park to the next level
by becoming the first campground
in Iowa to join the Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Resort franchise
network, according to an announcement from the park and from
Leisure Systems Inc. (LSI), the
Milford, Ohio-based franchisor of
Jellystone.
“We really wanted to strengthen
our brand recognition as far as
being a family-friendly park,” Chip
Smith said. The park opened as the
Monticello Jellystone Park on April
15. “The whole atmosphere behind
Yogi Bear is family fun, and that’s
what we provide. Parents know their
kids are going to be entertained and
that it’s a fun, safe environment.”
Branding is a powerful marketing
tool, according to LSI, and the
Smiths said they have come to realize that no matter how good of a job
they do in providing fun family activities and amenities, Walnut Acres’
growth potential may always be limited unless they join a nationally
known network like Jellystone.
“We’re not a hard park to find,”
Chip Smith said. “But more people
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are looking for Jellystone than Walnut Acres.”
Smith said he saw evidence of the
power of the Jellystone Park brand
as soon as Walnut Acres was added
to CampJellystone.com, the travel
planning website for the Jellystone
Park chain.
“We’ve already had more than
two dozen reservations just by
becoming a Jellystone Park,” Smith
said, adding that he’s also now drawing campers from much farther
away. ”We just received a reservation from a family in Des Moines,
which is three hours away. In
the past, most of our campers have
come from within a 45-minute
radius of the park.”
The Smiths have always offered
organized family activities, but their
activity schedule is being significantly expanded now that their park
is part of the Jellystone network.
The Smiths are also adding new
amenities, including a jumping
pillow and shuffleboard courts and
a Game Show Mania game.
The park, which is located next to
the Maquoketa River, also features a
heated swimming pool and a fishing
lake with pedal-boat rentals as well
as a river-tubing trail, a large sand
beach, a playground and horseshoe
pits. It also has two cabins and one
camper rental.
The Jellystone Park in Monticello
is open from April 15 through the
end of October. WCM
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NCA ‘Super Session’ —from page 6
ing and how wonderful it is, but it’s only wonderful if they’re having a wonderful experience.
“If they’re coming to your park and having
all sorts of problems,” she continued,” how
do the manufacturers not see a long-term
situation of a lot of business now and then all
of a sudden people abandoning the industry
because of the quality of the product?”
John Hastings of Flat Rock Bridge Family
Camping in Lebanon, Maine, said, “I sell an experience. My guests love my experience.
That’s why they come. I see an RV as a necessary evil that they need to stay in. If I can fix
it for them, they appreciate it. If I can’t, they get
frustrated: ‘Why can’t I have cable TV?’ Because the RV dealer switched the switch and
I don’t know how to get it on for you, and I call
them and they’re too busy to handle my call.”
Gagnon agreed, saying, “I’ve been through
the same thing as Flat Rock. The campers don’t

care what the problem is, they want it fixed.”
Keith Botelho of Circle C Campground in
Voluntown, Conn., said, “If our customers who
come in are not happy when they leave, it
does shine a light on us. It reflects on us.”
Zagami, in response, committed to having
New England dealers sit down with campground operators in the region to try to address
the issues and to bring those issues to RVDA.
As Berg said, “We care about our industry.
Our job is happy campers. Because I’m the
owner and I want happy campers, I spend
three hours chasing down a problem that is
usually silly stuff that could easily be fixed, like
crossed wires. We’re willing to do what we’ve
got to do, just make it a little easier for us.”
Also on Tap: ADA, Destination
Camping and Tiny Houses
When the conversation moved to other
topics, Sims went through some highlights of
what campground operators need to know

about the ADA. First, he said, is that it applies
to everybody. “It’s a civil rights law. You do not
get a ‘Get Out of Jail Free’ card.”
It covers everything from having a certain
percentage of accessible campsites to
counter height in campground offices, from
bathroom construction to pool lifts.
The good news for ARVC members, said
Sims, recent recipient of RVIA’s National
Legislative Award, is that ARVC has an extensive self-evaluation form for members.
“It’s a little intimidating when you start,”
the former Missouri park operator said, half in
jest. “You go into cardiac arrest. When you
come to, start making plans.
“You don’t have to address everything
right now,” Sims continued, “you just have to
have a plan. In the next three to five years, as
an industry we’re going to have to catch up
with this.”
Grymonprez updated the conference
attendees on a push on the part of the

GoRVing Coalition to advertise destination
camping, which could benefit the private
parks that are generally more likely to offer
long-term camping and rental options than
state campgrounds.
“This year GoRVing’s doing a whole campaign that’s all park models. They interview
customers and are finally now starting to advertise destination camping.” RVIA-member
park model RV builders fund that push.
Sims said that park models are a major part
of the private campground sector, and their
growth keeps him busy from a standpoint of
dealing with regulators. “Park models take up
40% of my time on a weekly basis. It’s a
big segment of our industry, it’s a growing
segment and it’s very important.”
He warned, though, that sometimes RV
park operators are their own worst enemies,
like when they remove axles from park models
and put them on foundations, which often
changes local requirements from those applying to an RV to ones governing buildings. That
can affect taxes, too. “Don’t take action and
ask forgiveness later. Do it right. Check with
local authorities ahead of time and make sure
it’s correct.”
The final related note was one Grymonprez
also brought up.

Mark Hathaway (left), John DiPietro, Bob
Zagami, Jeff Sims, Dick Grymonprez and Deb
Carter talked all aspects of the business of RVing.

“Everybody’s talking about tiny homes.
You’ve got to be really careful because there’s
a lot of people out there building tiny homes
and they’re not putting a label on it and they’re
not built to any codes,” he said.
“We’ve got an issue in Texas where we
have a manufactured housing company that
is building and advertising something as ‘Tiny
Home Park Models,’” he continued, “and they
just sold some to a campground. The campground’s got the city coming in and the title
says it’s a manufactured home, but it’s not built
to those standards. It’s nothing.
“Make sure it has the RVIA label on it,” he
advised. “That’s gold to you. Be careful of all
the tiny home builders out there. In some
cases people are building them in their garage.
They’re not legal. You can’t get insurance for
them, you can’t get financing for them.”
Sims said that from ARVC’s perspective,
“Our guidance is that they have that seal.
Do not use the words ‘permanent,’ ‘home,’
‘residence’ or ‘house.’ This is where our
campgrounds are getting into trouble.” —
Justin Leighty WCM.
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KOA Camping Report —from page 19
in the survey’s findings.
“We wanted to look in general at
camping and vacation days,” O’Rourke
said. “We see a lot of work done by the
U.S. Travel Association on people not
taking their vacation time.
“More campers take their vacation
time than the general population —
and one of those drivers is technology.”
As a matter of fact, the report notes

that the ability to stay in contact with
work while on the road extends
campers’ stays, O’Rourke said. “People
who check email while camping stay
three more days. Technology isn’t a limiter — it actually allows you to extend
your trip. Our world is more and more
mobile. After all, 88% of people camp
with their phone.”
That’s up from 83% in last year’s report, and the percentage of people
bringing tablets camping jumped to
32% from 21% in last year’s report.
Fewer people are bringing laptop computers to campgrounds, but overall,
only 7% of campers brought no electronics with them to the campground.

“Indeed, fully three in 10 campers plan
to increase their trips in 2016 while only
a minor proportion (about one in 20)
say their trips will decline.”
That’s bearing out in what KOA is
seeing so far, O’Rourke told WCM.
“We’re definitely seeing more people
planning to camp this year. We’re seeing
that play back to us for advance reservation numbers. Our advance deposits
are sitting at 16% more for this season
than at the same point last season —

and last year was a record year. That’s
really exciting for us.”
Beyond this year, the report noted,
“Camping continues to have a bright
future. The results from this most recent North American Camping Report
survey only reinforce this notion. While
changing in dynamics, camping
appears to be gaining strength in the
overall North American marketplace.”
— Justin Leighty WCM.

What’s the Outlook for
Camping in 2016?
The U.S. National Park Service turns
100 this year and has worked to draw
people into the parks in various ways,
including an “Every Child in a Park”
push that provides free park admission
to all U.S. fourth-graders and their
families.
“We’re definitely seeing an increase
in nights by nonwhite groups at national and state parks,” O’Rourke
pointed out. “Overall, nonwhite groups
say they have more of a preference for
public campgrounds than private.
That’s a change in direction from
last year,” when nonwhite campers
indicated they felt unwelcome at U.S.
national parks.
“I think the park service has made
some inroads on that,” O’Rourke said.
“I don’t know if this is a blip because of
the centennial, but overall we’ve got
growth in camping, and our business at
KOA had a record year last year. Overall
things are positive.”
The survey shows that 52% of people
plan to go to national parks this year,
O’Rourke said, and that can be a benefit
to private campgrounds near the parks.
Beyond the centennial, the big picture appears to be rosy for RV parks and
campgrounds.
“Campers are planning more camping trips for the upcoming 2016 camping season,” according to the report.
WOODALLSCM.com
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CAMPGROUNDPROFILE
Camping in Mickey Mouse’s Backyard
‘It’s a different ownership philosophy, and it is all about customer service and
ensuring our guests enjoy a great experience,’ said Vern Mangels, owner of
Anaheim RV Park. ‘The right philosophy generates the profit. If profit is all RV
park owners are concerned about, it will always be a struggle to make money.’

The 150 RV sites at Anaheim RV Park are all paved
with full hookups. There are several tent sites, too.

Anaheim RV Park is celebrating its
60th birthday this year, but owner Vern
Mangels has his eyes on the future, not
the past.
As the closest RV park to Disneyland,
the facility is busier than it ever has
been. Besides the location, much of the
credit goes to Mangels’ vision and the
park staff’s efforts to ensure guests enjoy
a memorable experience every day.

Vern Mangels

The urban park started in 1956 — a
year after Disneyland opened — as a
240-space mobile home community
built by Mangels’ grandfather, L.V. Bostwick, and his wife, Miriam. Eventually,
Mangels’ mother, Beth Lamb, ran the
park with her brother, Paul Bostwick, as
the park transitioned from mobile
homes to RVs.
When his grandfather died in 2005 at
the age of 99, Mangels saw an opportunity and opted to buy out his uncle and
took over operation of the park in 2008.
By that time, the park had suffered from
15 years of deferred maintenance — and
the recession cut the park’s income in
28 - May 2016

half the first year or two Mangels owned
it.
“It was a horrible time. By the time I
signed the deal, business was down by
50%,” he explained.
He rolled up his sleeves and went to
work completing a major overhaul of the
front office, adding an RV Café, meeting
room, revamping all the restrooms and
upgrading the campsites.
The first major project was to bury
the overhead power lines. The park had
four power lines dangling over the
campsites that brought power to outdated transformers. He was able to work
out a deal with the city to bring in new
power lines and bury them on the property. It was an expensive, but manageable, option thanks to the city’s help.
Now Mangels is adding solar power to
the facility. One section of the park already has shaded camping under a
canopy of solar panels. The new pool
house and shower facility planned for
next year will also feature solar power.
“We have marched forward every
year to substantially upgrade the RV
experience for our guests, and it’s paying
off in the reviews they are leaving about
the park on Trip Advisor (ranked No. 1
and Hall-of-Fame award in 2015), RV
Park Reviews, GuestRated (‘A’ rating for
five consecutive years), Google and
other places,” he said.
For years, there was a busy summer
season and a not-so-busy winter season.
Those huge swings had a big impact on
everything from staffing up to accommodate an influx of guests to even
having enough toilet paper on hand. It
was tough for Mangels to deal with the
swings.
“I really didn’t want to be a seasonal
RV park, and Disneyland helped to fill
just about every gap with some event or

promotion,” he explained. “For example, it didn’t used to have a Halloween
event, and now it occupies several weeks
of the year.
“I would rather have 80% occupancy
100% of the time than to deal with seasonal or special-event influxes of traffic,”
he added. “Last year, our average, over
all four quarters was 81% occupancy.”
Anaheim RV Park has always sold

stops for the Anaheim Resort Transportation system. Park guests also can
come back to the facility for lunch or a
nap, and head back to Disneyland later.
Guests can also arrange tours to other
popular southern California attractions
— including Hollywood, Catalina Island,
Santa Monica Beach and Sea World —
right from the RV park’s front desk. It
costs about the same to be picked up at
the park and driven to the attraction as
if the guest endured traffic and bought
tickets at the gate.
Other amenities offered by the park
staff include a dog-walking service so
that families spending a day away from
the RV can rest assured Fido is getting
exercise and an opportunity to relieve
himself while they are gone.
“It’s a different ownership philosophy,
and it is all about customer service
and ensuring our guests enjoy a great
experience,” said Mangels. “The right
philosophy generates the profit. If profit
is all RV park owners are concerned
about, it will always be a struggle to
make money.”
For example, it greatly bothered
Mangels to hear stories about how
guests had tennis shoes, grills or bikes
stolen from their campsites during the
night. It was worse when they relayed
that experience in an online review. He
hired a security company to create a
presence in the park. Then, he saw it as
an opportunity to further improve the
guest experience by bringing security in
house and renaming it “guest services.”
Today, a guest services person drives
through the park all night long and
assists guests when they arrive after the
office is closed.
“Now, if an RVer shows up at 11 p.m.,
rather than finding reservation information in a box, the guests just call our
after-hours phone number and guest
services quickly shows them to their
site,” he said.

The term Camping in Mickey’s Backyard could not be more appropriate for Anaheim
RV Park, which is literally less than two miles away. In fact, guests can enjoy Disney’s
fireworks display every night — for free.

tickets to Disneyland, but it was never
seen as an income opportunity until
Mangels took over. Today, the staff sells a
large volume of tickets — and the profit
from the sale of those is used to finance
additional guest amenities. “People buy
them from us at the same prices they pay
at the gate. But they don’t have to wait in
line when they get there, so it’s a real
time-saver for many families,” he said.
One of the amenities ticket sales help
to finance is a shuttle stop right at the
park. In fact, it is often one of the busiest

Not everything Mangels has tried has
worked out for the best. What works for
other RV parks, as far as social activities
are concerned, is likely to be a challenge
at Anaheim RV Park.
He came up with an idea to hire a
country band on a Saturday night and
serve up a steak cookout. Because the
average RV includes four to five people,
he estimated there would be 500 people
in the park that weekend. The staff
tried selling the event to everyone who
registered that week — but only got
Woodall’s Campground Management

Not only can people board the shuttle to Disneyland directly at the park,
but they can also hop on shuttles to San Diego, Hollywood and the beaches.

commitments from 20 people. So,
Mangels went door to door to personally
invite people to a free barbecue. His
efforts drew a total of 40 people.
Rather than do a cookout, Mangels
thought bringing food trucks to the park
would be a better idea. He arranged for
three trucks to come out — two offered
meals and one prepared dessert items.
The trucks needed a minimum commitment of 200 people just to break even. In

connection that delivers speeds of 100
mbs download and 100 mbs upload.
That’s still not enough, he said, predicting that he will soon need to double that.
Each guest can enjoy free basic
service at speeds of about 2 mbs, which
is adequate to comfortably surf the web
and look at email. Those who wish for a
streaming experience have the option of
paying $5 per day to download and
stream videos.

Like many businesses in the Anaheim area, Anaheim RV Park is in partnership
with Disneyland. In fact, this big statue of Mickey Mouse on display in the common
area is one of only 53 known to exist -- and only two of them are not in hotels.

the end, he couldn’t get 30 people to
commit. “It kind of bummed me out,
and it was an expensive lesson to learn.”
Constant Improvements Keep Coming
The park made a huge investment in
delivering digital content to campsites
last year when it became the first in the
nation to offer high-definition direct-tosite digital cable, which Time Warner calls
“HD Free to Guest” service. But that is
just a stopgap measure, Mangels figures.
The real revolution is coming in which
nearly 100% of entertainment options
will be sought directly from the Internet.
Mangels thinks the outdoor hospitality
sector is three, maybe five, years away
from needing everything to be delivered
wirelessly. To be ready, he installed new
wireless equipment and added a fourth
tower to the property last year. It was not
cheap. Just having fiber optic connections capable of delivering 100 megabit
per second (mbs) connections costs the
campground $50,000 per year.
“People really have no idea what it
costs. They live in homes where they can
have their own 50 mbs connection for
$40 a month,” said Mangels. “That same
service for my business costs $1,500 to
$3,000 per month.”
Working with Time Warner Cable, he
brought in an ultra-high-speed Internet
WOODALLSCM.com

Since last year’s upgrades, complaints
about Internet service dropped from
several a day to less than one a week, he
noted. “It may not be as fast as people
enjoy at home, but it’s getting the job
done,” he added.
Last year Mangels also added LED
street lights, 300 feet of new sidewalk
and approach, updated the phone service in the office and completely upgraded the computer system. He also
resurfaced the pool deck area and made
way for four additional RV spaces to be
added in 2016.
He plans to continue his effort to

Anaheim RV Park’s pool is relatively small for the number of families it serves, but people
enjoy the opportunity to take a dip. Its replacement will feature solar heating.

reinvest in the business by updating
something in the park every year. This
year, he’s doing the planning and
permitting to completely rebuild and
expand the pool area. He also plans
to add a new hot tub and remodel the
restrooms. There also is a fenced-in area
near the park entrance that Mangels is
planning to convert into eight new
deluxe back-in sites.
One thing guests won’t find at
Anaheim RV Park is cabins. The park,
Mangels noted, can’t compete with the
area resorts — there were 14 new hotels
built in the Anaheim area in the last 24
months. If people are looking for a $100
to $200 place to stay, there are plenty of
options nearby.
“We are one of the closest RV parks to
Disneyland. In fact, our guests can enjoy
Disney’s fireworks every night from their
patios,” he explained. “And there are
only three other competitors within a
few miles of us. That’s where our
strength and uniqueness lies.
“There are sufficient alternatives for
people looking for low-cost places to
stay, which is what cabins would offer,”
he added. “But there are far fewer alternatives to find a place to park an RV near
the Disney resort district.”
In 2015, Mangels opted to rebrand
the business from Anaheim Resort RV
Park to Anaheim RV Park after he discovered the word “resort” interfered with
RVers trying to find his facility on
Google. Searching for RV parks near
Disneyland was his No. 1 source of
organic search activity online. People
weren’t searching for RV resorts.
At the end of the day, however, it really doesn’t matter what the park calls
itself, as long as the staff can deliver an
exceptional experience for its guests,
said Mangels. That’s why Anaheim RV
Park does little things like offer guests
muffins and free coffee every morning,

The appearance of Anaheim RV Park was greatly enhanced when overhead
power lines were buried and the current is safer for today’s high-tech RVs.

along with concierge services.
Mangels noted that traffic is up significantly in the past eight years. “In 2015,
we had nearly 8,500 check-ins and more
than 43,000 guests.” Back in 2007, the
park ordered 3,500 guest maps. This year
he ordered 9,500.
Mangels capitalizes on that activity by
encouraging RV owners to leave reviews
on various sites, and he incentivizes them
by conducting four sweepstakes a year to
award a new iPad or $250 in free gas.
He denies that offering the sweepstakes influences the quality of reviews.
“Let’s face it, everything is trending toward user reviews. It’s not about what I
tell people to think, but what people
who actually visit someplace thinks
about their experience,” he explained.
“Everything we do every day of the
year boils down to ensuring a positive,
memorable guest experience. When the
staff can focus all of their attention on
creating a memorable vacation for a
family, it will be the trip they talk about
over and over with their family, friends
and coworkers,” he added. “That ensures a steady stream of future guests.
Even if the economy takes another hit
someday, I think we’ve done enough to
ensure we don’t feel it nearly as hard as
we did in 2008.” —Greg Gerber WCM

Campground Overview
Name: Anaheim RV Park
Address: 200 W. Midway Drive,
Anaheim, CA 92805
Number of sites: 150
Physical description: Located two
miles from Disneyland, 45 minutes
from Hollywood and 30 minutes
from the beach, the 6-acre site is
easily accessible from Interstate 5
Season: Open year-round with
consistent 81 percent occupancy
from January to December. Off
season is Jan. 5 to March 10 and
Sept. 2 to Nov. 17
Rates:Tent sites range from
$50-$53; back-in sites are $55
(standard) to $70 (deluxe); pullthrough sites cost $62 (standard)
to $81 (deluxe). Discounts for
military, AAA, FMCA and Good
Sam. All RV sites offer full
hookups with 20-, 30- or 50-amp
electrical connections.
Website: www.anaheimrvpark.com
Contact: 714.774.3860;
info@anaheimrvpark.com WCM
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CAS: Customers Seeing 30%
Rise in Reservations So Far
Campground Automation Systems Inc., the company behind the
Sunrise campground software
suite, reported that its customers
are seeing reservations for this
season up by 30%.
In a marketing email, the company said, “With over 250 campgrounds using our software we are
seeing an increase in reservation
pace of 30%. This means that there
are 30% more reservations on the
books at this point in the year vs.
one year ago. Therefore people are
planning earlier and camping
more.
“Gas prices are low, making
camping once again an affordable
getaway for the average family,” the
company continued.
It’s more statistical evidence,
alongside KOA’s, to back up the anecdotal evidence campground
owners have been giving Woodall’s
Campground Management that the
coming summer season is on track
to continue the solid overall growth
of the last few years for the camping market in North America. WCM

Texas RV Park’s New Owners
Target an ‘Adults Only’ Market
Anderson County, Texas, will soon have an
adults-only RV park that might include some
folks who choose to go clothing optional, the
Palestine Herald-Press reported.
Butch and Phyllis Manuel own the Purple
Peacock Resort, which is open and ready for
business as an adults-only RV park. Campers
can enjoy a tanning area with fire pit with
nearby pavilion. Soon a pool and hot tub will
be added. Butch Manuel said he hopes the
pool will be installed by Memorial Day weekend. The tanning and pool areas will be clothing optional, which means adults will be
allowed to be nude in the areas.
“We understand that some people don’t
like tan lines, and we want to accommodate
them,” Butch Manuel said. “We are not sexually oriented nor are we affiliated with nudists in any way. I just want to make it clear
that our purpose is for adults to have a safe,
fun time. They just might see a nude body in
certain areas of the park.” The Manuels
bought the park in February. Since the purchase they put a fence around the property
perimeter. There’s not yet a gate to seclude
the area, so the clothing-optional choice will
not be allowed until the park is closed off to
the public. Manuel told WCM the park offers
30- and 50-amp hookup sites, tent sites and
the first cabin was delivered April 8. WCM

CAMPGROUND
Stunning Vermont Campground for Sale!

For Sale By Owner
60 SITE CAMPGROUND
Rated 4 Stars by Woodalls
All Pull-Thru Sites
Bath House with Showers
Laundromat • Propane Sales
Beautifully Landscaped
31 Unit Mini Storage Rental
114 ACRE FARM
(Sold with campground or separately)

8,000 Sq Ft STEEL BUILDING
2 Miles East of I-55
Sikeston, Missouri
Serious Inquiries Call

Alex at 573-472-1339

WANTED!
RV Park near
Metro Area
or Large City!
240-600-2304 or
jasonsharer@gmail.com

FOR SALE BY OWNER
KC AREA RV PARK

CLASSIFIEDS

• 32 acres, 72 sites – full hookups 30/50
amp elec • 26 pull-thru, 46 back-ins
• Restrooms w/showers • Laundromat
• Storm Shelter • Meeting Room with
kitchen • Two houses • 54,000 sq ft of
commercial bldgs • 65+ storage units
• RV Sales • Fishing Pond • $1,500,000
OPEN ALL YEAR
Text or call (913) 406-4611

Classified Advertising Rates are $1 per word, minimum $15 per ad. Payment
must accompany order. Closing date is the first of the month preceding
month of publication. Published monthly. Make remittance payable to
Woodall’s Campground Management, 2901 E. Bristol St., Ste. B, Elkhart, IN 46514

HELP WANTED
CAMPGROUND MANAGERS
Travel Resorts of America is expanding and
is seeking both experienced and potential
managers to join our professional management team as operations managers or
managers in training. For more information
about current and future openings, please
contact Robert Bouse at rbouse@travel
resorts.com. “Have Fun, Make Money”
with an industry leader!

Beautiful Vermont campground in a tourist
location. 20 acres with 90 total campsites,
1/3 seasonal to bring in winter income. 20,
30, 50 amp electric, water, sewer, back-in and
pull thru RV sites. Large recreation hall, bath
house, game room and laundry. Heated pool,
swimming pond, playground, camp store &
propane fill station. 2 bedroom, 2 bath home
with basement, attached garage and shed.
Great location off of the interstate for easy
access. $850k, no owner financing available.
Email campgroundforsale@aol.com for details.

GROWING OWNERS NOW HIRING!
Campground & RV Park employees
for Southern New Jersey locations.
There are immediate openings for:
• Co-Managers • Activity Director
• Maintenance Crew • Security Guard(s)
• Workamper(s)
Contact Rick O’Brien at
info@athenarealestate.com,
203-942-2745 x110.
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FOR SALE
4-STAR Campground in Southeastern
PA just one mile off of major interstate.
Large pull-thru sites, wonderful convenience store, laundry, playground, showers,
Rec Hall, etc.
Owner financing with large down payment.
Great opportunity for the right buyer.

Call 570-691-4900

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN THIS
SPECIAL SECTION:
Beverly Gardner & Associates
574-266-7980 • Fax: 574-266-7984
akollat@g-gmediagroup.com
wthorne@g-gmediagroup.com
Woodall’s Campground Management

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Campground Brokers, we
have a 30-year proven track
record of selling parks!
We know the campground industry.
We help educate buyers to this industry.
We meet the buyer to remove contingencies.
We personally attend every closing.
We are available to help – before, during, and even years
after the sale!
• We promise to always tell you the truth…even if it hurts!

•
•
•
•
•

We would like the opportunity to help you in the same way; contact
us at 800-648-1624 or email to: info@campgroundbrokers.com

“Specializing in RV PARKS and
CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE”
Over 30 Years Experience

www.rvparksforsale.com
Our Experience And Expertise = SOLD
612 Sidney Baker St. • Kerrville, Texas 78028
Phone: 830-896-5050 • Fax: 830-896-5052

MICHIGAN CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE
SEVERAL CAMPGROUNDS AVAILABLE
Including in North Central, South
East and West Michigan Regions

BRIGGS REALTY
www.briggsrealtyonline.com

616-942-1071

WANTED!
RV parks with water feature
(lake, river, ocean), or near major
attraction. Prefer 200+ sites with
high number of seasonal residents,
but will consider smaller parks
(with or without water feature), if
have high seasonal occupancy in
desirable location near attractions.
Family and/or retirement. Rural
or city location. We will decide
quickly and pay all cash or
structure sale to meet your needs.
We are experienced RV park
owners and assure confidentiality.
Brokers welcome.
Please call or email us today:
Phone: 518-725-2003
Email: usresorts@outlook.com

PARK BROKERAGE INC.
Ocean & Riverfront MH, RV, +
Motel Resort, Smith River, CA
(on CA/Oregon border)
136 MH, 288 RV, 50 Motel, 2 Story
Restaurant. 48 Acres on the Pacific
Ocean & Smith River. $7,500,000.
Upside & Development Acreage.

Giant Redwoods RV Park
& Campground, Humboldt
County Redwoods State Park
53 RV & 24 Tent Sites on the Eel River
on the Avenue of the Giants Highway.
Newly Renovated, Low Rates. $1,625,000,
8.9% Cap Rate, 17% Cash Flow.

Pine Flat Lake RV Park,
Sierra, NV Foothills
Near Fresno, CA
200 RV Sites with All Year Round,
Permanents. Very Popular Water Skiing
& Fishing Lake. Low Rents,
Seller Financing at 5%, $3,000,000.

Oxbow Estates RV Park
$1,150,000
Payson, AZ
49 Large Spaces + 6 Apartments and
Owner/Manager Home. Beautiful Mountain
Setting in the Pines just Hour from Phoenix.
20 Degrees Cooler in the Summer!

John Grant/Park Brokerage Inc.
john.grant11510@gmail.com • 800-987-3363 • Fax 858-530-2368
www.parkbrokerage.com

For Sale by Owner
Profitable 30 FHU campground and
4 bedroom home located on busy
I-70 in Colorado. Turn key, 24 pullthrus, 30/50, showerhouse/laundry,
great small town lifestyle for families
or semi-retired. $299K.

970-664-2218
jlensz@outlook.com
Campgrounds/RV Parks
ME - NH - VT - NY
Don Dunton – one of America’s most
experienced Campground/RV Park Brokers
………………………………………………
This month’s featured listings:

Location, Location, Location...
RV Park for Sale By Owner
1/2 mile off I-90
Between Mt. Rushmore & Yellowstone
Devils Tower Exit
56 RV sites, 25 tent sites, 2 cabins
Heated swimming pool
Store, laundry, game room, propane
Owners apartment above store/office
Approximately 7 acres
City water, City sewer, CATV
Good Sam Rating 9
30-50 amp pull thru sites
$1,000,000 +
Serious buyers only / No brokers
Bernie 307-282-0023

WOODALLSCM.com

Maine Geological Wonder Tours, Campground,
Gift Shop, Museum, House, More. Most popular
ocean-tourist town in state. Reduced.
Now Only $725,000!
Campground/Canoe Livery. 100 sites, 175
Canoes/Kayaks, Quality Park, Store, Residence.
1,000' of New England’s most recreational River.
Now $1,150,000
NH - 68 sites, Pool, Pond, Residence, Major
Tourist Highway, More. $549,000
ME - 100 Sites, 2 Houses (1gutted), Pool, Large Office/
store/rec rooms. More, Pretty Park $775,000

………………………………………………
I have several large parks to $4,100,000.
(Qualified Buyers, only - please.)
Contact Don for these and other listings.

www.BuyaCampground.com
Don @BuyaCampground.com

603-755-3944
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Wisconsin RV Parks —from page 3

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
MAY
4-5: Florida and Alabama
Association of RV Parks and
Campgrounds Annual Meeting
Wyndham Orlando Resort
Orlando, Fla.
Contact: 850-562-7151

JULY
11-15: National School of RV Park
and Campground Management
Western Campus
Metro State University
Denver, Colo.
Contact: 303-681-0401

AUGUST
15-17: Tennessee Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Annual
Conference and Trade Show
Smoky Mountain Premier RV Resort
Cosby, Tenn.
Contact: 865-685-5339

SEPTEMBER
13-14: Northeast Campground
Association Great Escape 2016
Hickory Hill Family Camping Resort

Bath, N.Y.
Contact: 860-684-6389,
cyndy@campnca.com
14-18: America’s Largest RV Show
Giant Center, Hershey, Pa.
Contact: 888-303-2887
27: California Association of
RV Parks and Campgrounds
Fall RV Park Day
Rancho Jurupa Park and
Crestmore Manor
Jurupa Valley, Calif.
Contact: 530-885-1624

NOVEMBER
3-5: Campground Owners of
New York 2016 Exposition for the
Outdoor Hospitality Industry
Turning Stone Resort
Verona, N.Y.
Contact: 585-586-4360
6-10: Leisure Systems Inc. (LSI)
Symposium and Trade Show
Northern Kentucky Convention
Center and Embassy Suites
Covington, Ky.
Contact: Dean Crawford,
513-831-2100 ext. 12

dcrawford@leisure-systems.com
8-11: National Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Outdoor
Hospitality Conference and Expo
Fort Worth Convention Center
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact: 303-681-0401
14-17: Kampgrounds of America
Convention and Expo
Chattanooga Convention Center
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Contact: 406-254-7416,
shuck@koa.net
20-23: Camping In Ontario
Convention and CampEx
Sheraton On The Falls
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Contact: Krista Bethune,
877-672-2226
kbethune@campinginontario.ca

DECEMBER
12-14: Pennsylvania Campground
Owners Association Convention
and Trade Show
Penn Stater Hotel
State College, Pa.
Contact: 610-767-5026 WCM

Jellystone Parks —from page 3
performance, he also introduced Jellystone
Park franchisees to Jim Westover, who has
filled LSI’s newly created position of vice
president of operations.
In addition to assisting with LSI’s day-to-day
management, Westover will be charged with
developing, managing, organizing and creating
programs that advocate the strategic objectives of the franchise system. These objectives
include building upon LSI’s sales growth in
2015, and continuing to seek out opportunities
that improve profitability at the unit level while
LSI works towards achieving its goal of more
than 100 locations.

wrestled with trial attorneys.
“We had to work pretty hard through the
trial attorneys but we ended up with 99% of
what we wanted,” Severson said.
While attorneys worried the proposed law
would let private campgrounds off the hook
in terms of liability, that’s not the case, Severson said. “Basically what it does for us is
gives us immunity from everything except
negligence. We just wanted parity with the
state parks. That’s what they have.
“We’ll be making sure this is part of our
check-in packets,” Severson continued, “so
people are aware that there is some risk with
outdoor things you do. What we’re really
trying to do, as Bud likes to put it, is ‘take care
of stupid’.”
For instance, Severson said, “If you bring
your own skateboard into the campground
and slip and fall and hurt yourself, that’s not
our fault. Obviously it is our fault if we’re
doing construction and leave a big hole and
don’t’ put up a warning. It’s not trying to get
away from that.”
But it should eliminate some lawsuits that
never should’ve happened in the first place,
Severson maintains.
“There definitely were some silly lawsuits,”
she said. “In those cases, even if they’re stupid
and you win, you still lose because you have
to pay attorneys. That’s the big deal.”
One potential impact might be a reduction
in insurance costs for Wisconsin RV parks
and campgrounds. “We certainly hope so,”
Severson said, noting, “It hasn’t been tried.
You never know how these go until they’ve
been tried. But we had a lot of help from our
insurance agents. They were with us. We
think it’s going to be great.” — Justin
Leighty WCM

Jim Westover

LSI’s marketing efforts are also expanding,
Schutter said, noting the hiring of Kelly Pulskamp as a marketing coordinator focusing
on social-media outreach through Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube. He
noted that Jellystone Parks’ Facebook page
likes were up 65% last year.
A staff addition was also made in the retail
department with Renata Evans as retail manager for corporate accounts. Evans assists
franchisees in the development of their
park stores and merchandise selection to
maximize space and increase store profit.
In 2015, LSI moved into a larger headquarters in Milford to accommodate the hiring of
additional staff members as the Jellystone
Park franchise network continues to grow.
The new headquarters facility also has a
6,600-square-foot warehouse, which LSI
uses to store its retail line of more than 600
custom souvenirs. WCM
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